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In Our 90th Year
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LIFTOFF OF APOLLO 11 GOES PERFECTLY

I

Seen&I-1ard
Around
Murray

"The strong man meets his cris
is with the most practical tools
at hand. They may not be the
;best tools but they are available, which is all-important. He
would rather use them such as
they are, than do nothing." Raymond Clapper.

"Everything Is Go" Reports
Three Man Crew of Spaceship
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Paltry
William Penfield comes up with
Bay
the meaning of the term "to
lynch".
In the late 1700s a gang of
criminaLs preyed on a frontier
settlement in Virginia. Finally,
some of the settlers banded together to put an end to the
CAPE
crime wave.
The settlers chose as their
leader William Lynch, a former soldier. Under Lynch's leadership the group caught many
of the criminals and meted out
what it considered appropriate
punishment.
The Wranglers Riding Club
After a few years the area will ride Friday, July 18, at
was rid of the criminals and seven pm, at the riding rink
the settlers' organization dis- located off Highway 94 East.
banded. But the group's disregard of legal procedures gave
Pony, Western. and Gaited
rise to the term "to lynch," classes will be featured. Races
meaning to punish a person for will include barrel, flag, rea real or .alleged crime without scue, pole bending, and speed.
due process of law.

Wranglers Riding
Club Plans Ride
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By AL ROSSITER Jr.
UPI Space Writer
CAPE KENNEDY rUPD — Apollo 11 hurled into space on a
pillar of flame today, carrying
three astronauts and the dreams
of mankind on a historic voy-
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KENNEDY. WHERE THE ACTION IS

NI,p by Harris-Inter type Corp

ARROW AT RIGHT LOCATES PAD 39A, APOLLO 1 1 LAUNCH SITE.

Phil Youngblood
'
Biggest Crowd Ever
Worked With Apollo,Gathers For Liftoff
11 Mission Today

were to tick tneir spaceship off
on the 260,000-mile journey to
the moon.
Next Stop
The next stop, almost immediately after leaving orbit, was
to separate from the third stage
of the enormous Saturn 5 rocket, spin around and pull the
lunar landing module out of its
housing atop the rocket stage
The men of Apollo ii are
scheduled to turn man's ageold dream into a reality Sunday
when Armstrong and Aldrin
leave Collins in lunar orbit and
fly their landing ship "Eagle"
to a gentle touchdown on the
moon's vast arid Sea of Tranquility.
Armstrong, ad-year-old civilian commander of the mission,
is set to crawl feet first through
a 32-inch square hatchway, ease
slowly down a nine-rung ladder
and set the first foot on the
dark, sandy surface at 2:21 a.m
EDT Monday.
Aldrin, a 39-year-old Air
Force colonel, will follow and
for two hours and 40 minutes
the astronauts will explore the
lunar surface, implant the
American flag, set up a remote
geophysical station and collect
130 pounds of some of the most
valuable rocks man will ever
have
Rendezvous With Collins
After spending nearly 22
hours on the lunar surface, the
astronauts will take off on the
(Continued on rage Eight)

CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) —
HUNTSVILLE, Ala. — Phil The biggest crowd ever gatherNeil A. Armstrong
Youngblood, son of Mr. and ed for a space shot — officially
estimated
at more than one
Mrs. C. C. Youngblood, Hardin,
age to sift the .dust of the moon
Ky., is a member of the organ- million — filled beaches, campAstronaus Neil A. Armstrong,
ization that has played a major ing areas, parking lots and highMichael Collins and Edwin E.
,Aldrin rode their 3,242-ton space
role in the Apollo 11 lunar land- ways today for the Apollo 11
launch.
machine toward a brief earth
ing mission.
orbit exactly on time at 9:32
He is an electrical engineer
Civil defense officials reporta. m. (EDT). If all goes well,
in the National Aeronautics and ed the population of Brevard
Armstrong and Aldrin early
Space Ackninistration's Marshall County, ordinarily 250,000, quaThe new Woodmen of the World
Monday morning will become
Sandwiches and cold drinks Space Flight Center, Huntsville, drupled during the two days
tower in Omaha, Nebraska has will be sold in the concession Ala.
the first men ever to set foot
leading up to the shot.
the name of Waylon Rayburn stand. There is no admission
on the moon.
The huge Saturn V. Rocket
Traffic was backed up bumpcharge and the public is invit- that lifted Apollo 11 from earth er-to-bumper for two miles on
"Everything is go," reporte
(Continued on Page Eight)
ed to attend.
was developed under the direc- four-lane US. 1 near the Titusthe astronauts as Apollo 1
tion of the Marshall Center, ville entrance to the Kennedy
curved gracefully over the At
Edwin A Aldrin .Ir.
Nlich.tel (OLIIIIS
NASA. largest organizatioa.
apace center.
lantic, visible for miles in el
Youngblood, a 1942 graduate
cloudless sky.
The congestion was primarily
of Hardin High School, attend- a result of motorists looking in
Apollo 11 rose majestically
ed Murray (Ky.) State College vain for places to park. AU
off Launch Pad 39-A, leaving
and received his bachelor's de- parking areas in the Titusville
earth on man's greatest advengree in electrical engineering area, a prime viewing spot,
ture with an awesome bellow
in 1949 from Georgia Institute were filled by dawn.
that shook the beaches where
of Technology.
Traffic at Cocoa Beach leadby Kay Beasley
hundreds of thousands of specHis wife, Nancy, is the daughClub, and the Cat Fanciers Astators, the largest crowd ever
Last week t expresseu liz op- sociation, there are over l5 mll- ter of Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Nel- ing toward Cape Kennedy at 5
inion on the practice of "dropp- lion puppies and kittens born in son, 110 S. San Remo St., Clear- a.m. resembled the usual 5 p.m.
re'. Communist offensive to end to watch a launch, were jamby WALTER WHITEHEAD
'rush.
med.
ing" unwanted animals. This the United States EACH YEAR. water, Fla.
the
current four-week lull.
SAIGON (UPI) — North VietAfter making final checks in
At nearby Port Canaveral, namese soldiers firing antitank
week, as another facet of the In contrast to this figure, there
The ambush site was about
Raymons Simms of 402 North
where Polaris submarines an- rockets and machine guns am. 15 miles north of Tay Ninh their 115-mile high parking orproblem related to unwanted are only 50 to 60 million famiStreet, Murray, and
Cherry
bit
over
earth,
the
astronauts
chor, all available space be- bushed a US. convoy north- City, mentioned in captured doAnimals. I want to present some lies in our country. Two questClifford Emerson of Murray
was
tween
and
fillwater
road
startling facts and statistics.
cuments
the
target for a
as
west of Saigon in the only
ions that immediately come t:
Route Five were treated for
ed by camper trucks.
According to the latest fig- mind are (1) Where (besides
ground fighting reported by (Continued on Page Eight)
gunshot wounds ear 1 y this
ures from the National Humane the obvious physical fact) do
persons American headquarters today.
young
Numerous
morning at the emergency room
Society, the American Kennel these babies come from? and
Viet Cong and North Vietnaspent the night sleeping on
of the Murray-Callaway County
blankets spread on beaches, con- mese gunners elsewhere shelled
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) — Hospital.
A two car collision occurred
(Continued on Page Eight)
parking lots and atop au- 16 towns and camps overnight,
Simms, age 40, was brought
An official for the Army Corps
Tuesday at 1:35 p.m. at the in- crete
with five of the targets sufferhoods.
of Engineers said Tuesday there to the hospital by the Murray
tersection of Poplar and South tomobile
Swimmers began testing the ing damage or casualties. One
are no immediate plans to shut Police Department this morning
9th Streets, according to the
of the sites was the Marine helioff the flow of water through at two o'clock. He had a gunreport filed by the investigating Atlantic shortly after daybreak
Motels were jammed. One all. c.pter base outside Da Nang.
the Barkley Dam on the Cum- shot wound in the left hand,
officers of the Murray Pollee
where 20 mortar rounds did
Kenneth Churchill Imes of the
was x-rayed, and released, acberland river in Kentucky.
Department. No injuries were night restaurant ran out of food
Johnnie M. Carroll of Murray
light damage.
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Col. John C. Bell, district en- cording to the officials of the
at 4 a.m.
reported.
With help from dive bombers, Route Six died this morning at gineer for the Nashville district, hospital.
hae been notified by the KenThe Memorial Baptist Church
Cars involved were a ION
tucky State Board of Funeral will have two sessions of kindhelicopter gunships and tanks, 12:08 at the Murray-Calloway said there is only a minum
Emerson, age 46, was brought
the truck column broke the County Hospital.
Directors and Embalmers that ergarten this year, according to Volkswagen two door sedan
flow of water going through to the emergency room at three
The deceased was 57 years
,,inbush 65 miles from Saigon
he has successfully passed his an announcement from the owned by Cletus Colson, 706
turbines for power production a. m. today with a gunshot
Sycamore Street, Murray, and
ricl completed its trip to Song of age and a member of the and no flood gates are open.
state board examinations and chur0wound in the left foot and a
Beech
Cumberland
Grove
PresBe, having lost one killed and
tbereby granted license to pracblow on the left temple, acA cnurch spokesman said the driven by Norma Jean Bennett
Rep.
Frank
A.
Stubblefield,
byterian Church. He was born
•Ix wounded in the fight.
tioe funeral directoring and em- second session was scheduled of Murray Route Two, and a
D-Ky., had requested the dam cording to hospYtal officials.
Military spokesmen said Com- August 19, 1911, to the late be closed to prevent destruction He was x-rayed about the skull
balming in the Commonwealth due to the increased need for 1962 Chevy II two door hardCarroll
Cora
Thomas
Harvand
munist losses were not known
of Kentucky.
and foot and released.
kindergarten in Murray. The top driven by Marilyn Fay PhilRobert Morten of Bell City in the 35-minute battle that well Carroll of Calloway Co- of crops in Ballard, Carlisle and
Imes attended the Kentucky morning session will be from lips of Mayfield.
Chief of Police James M.
Hickman counties, which have
unty.
Brown said the incident occurSchool of Mortuary Science in 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and the afPolice said the Phillips car was claimed by death Tuesday flared Tuesday in an area where
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. suffered from rising waters of red
..ouleville where he was presi- ternoon session irom 12:30 to was going north on South 9th at 11:50 p.m. at the Murray- the US. Command expects a
at the Emerson home. The
Dora Tommie Carroll of Mur- the Mississippi River.
County
Calloway
Hospital.
lent of his graduating class. He 3:30 p.m.
police are investigating the
Street, attempted to cross PopBell said the flooding was
ray Route Six; two daughters,
The deceased was 65 years of
a 1965 graduate of Calloway
shooting.
Some openings are still avail- lar Street-After stopping at the
Mrs. Joan Cole and Miss Peggy caused by the Mississippi and
age
and
operated
general
the
;otuity High School.
stop
sign, and collided with the
able for the afternoon session
Missouri
Murray;
Carroll
and
rivers
the
of
one
Cumsister,
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. and if interested persons are Volkswagen going east on Pop- store at Bell City on FarmingMrs. Walter (Novella) Veale of berland was not the source:
ton Route Two. He was a memJohn R. Imes of ALmo and is asked to come or call the church lar Street.
Mayfield
Route One; two grandmarried to former Mary Beth at 753-3182.
Damage to the Volkswagen ber of the Sedalia United Me
children, Howard Wayne Cole
thodist
Church.
Beale. They have one daughter, Mrs. Jack 'Hale is the
teacher was on the right front and to
and Dewanda Cole.
Mr. Morten is survived by his
Molly.
the Chevy on the left front.
for both sessions.
Funeral services will be held
wife, Mrs. Rupane Wilson MorThursday at three p. m. at the
ten of Farmington Route Two;
Lee Vickers of Paducah, age chapel of the J. H. Churchill
United Press International
one son, James R. Morten of
86, died Tuesday at 4:55 a.m. at Funeral Home.'
Mrs. Jewell Parks Adams,
Paducah; two sisters, Mrs. Lou- Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Burial will be in the Friendformer resident of Calloway
ise Edwards and Mrs. Marcelle
Survivors are six daughters, ship Cemetery with the arrange- Mostly fair, hot and humid County, passed away Tuesday
Alexander of Detroit, Mich.; Mrs. Clint
Burkeen of Kirksey, ments by the J. H. Churchill today through Thursday. High at 2:50 p.m. at the Fulton Hosthree brothers, Paul Morten of Mrs.
Roy Dillworth of Paducth, Funeral Home where friends both days in the mid to upper pital, Fulton.
Lynn Grove, J. T. and Dick MorMrs C. W. Evans of Gilberts- may call after four p. m. today 90s. Low tonight mid 70s east
The deceased was the wife ef
ten of Detroit, Mjch.; three vile,
Mrs. Euel Donahue of (Wednesday).
to upper 70s west.
the late Homer Adams who died
grandchildren, Vicky, Dana, and. Benton
Route Seven, Mrs. Hugh
April 25 of this year. She was
Tommy Morten of Paducah.
Boatwright and Mrs. John Yow
LAKE DATA
81 years of age and was born
The funeral is scheduled for of
Detroit, Mich.; three sons,
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m.-357.5.
July 1, 1888 In Calloway County
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at the Thurman
and Rodney Vickers of
Below dam 310.6, up 0.5.
to the late Albert Parks and
chapel of the Max H. Churchill Detroit, Mich., and Carter VickBarkley Lake: 7 a.m. 357.5, Emma Harris Parks..
Funeral Home with Rev. John ers of Calvert City.
up 0.1.
Mrs. Adams is survived by
W. Penney and Rev. John KibAlso survivine are two half
one
son, Wims Adams of Fulbans officiating.
sisters, 'Mrs. Minnie Collier of
Several persons were chargBelow dam 311.8, up 0.5.
ton; two sisters, Mrs. Harvey
Interment will be in the High- Stuttgart, Ark., and Mrs. Ronnie ed, entered
pleas of guflty, and. Sunrise 5:49; sunset 8:16.
Ford of Lynn Grove and Mrs.
land Park Cemetery at Mayfield Davenport of Paducah; 28 were fined in the City
Court of
Moon set 10:00 p.m.
Laura Williams of Chicago,
with the arrangements by the grandchildren; 60 great grand- City Judge William H. (Jake)
two brothers, Olive and RayMax H. Churchill Funeral Home children; two great great grand- Dunn during the past week. ReFIVE-DAY FORECAST
mond Parks of Murray; one
where friends may call.
children; several nieces a n d cords show the following ocgranddaughter, Mrs. Richard N.
curred:
nephews.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) — Armstrong; two great grandFuneral services will be held C. F. Morgan, speeding, fined The five-day Kentucky weather children.
TWO CITED
Thursday at two p.m. at the Col- $10.00 costs $4.50.
•
outlook, Thursday through MonThe funeral will be held
STLIART PORTRAIT UNVEILt13. This portrait of Jesse Stuart, Kentucky author and
lier Funeral Home, Benton, with S. K. Pass, reckless driving, day.
Thursday at ten a.m. at the
pest, was unveiled et ceremonies Sunday (July 13) In the library at Murray State University.
Rev. Roy Broom and Rev. Lon- fined $15.00-costs $4.50.
Temperatures will average chapel of the J. H. Churchill
The portrait, painted by Mrs. Maria L. Holton, Murray, was presented to the library by the
Two persons were cited by the nie Knight Officiating. Grand- E. M. Walls, reckless driving,
around the normal 87-91 highs Funeral Home with Rev. HerMurray State University Foundation, and will hang near the suite which houses many of
Murray_ Pollee Department on sons will serve as pallbearers. fined $15.00 costs $4.50. •
and 64-72 lows, until it turns a man E. Choate officiating.
the writer's works, including original slant, scripts and first editions. Stuart, left, at MurTuesday.. They were one for
Burial will be in the Provine L. W. Jones, improper regis- little cooler the first of nest • Interment will
be in the Murray rorwieseting a three-week creative writing workshop, was on hand for the unveiling.
public drinkenness and one for Cemetery in Marshall County tration, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
•week.
ray Cemetery with the arrangeOthers shewn are, from the haft: Miss Martha Guler and Mrs. Pierce McDougal who unveilno operator's license, no city with the arrangements by the S. L. Kelley, driving while •
Rainfall will total around an ments by the J. H. Churchill
ad the portrait, and Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Murray president, who accepted It on behalf
auto sticker, and driving on a Collier Funeral Home of Beninch as shoefers and thunder- Funeral Nome where frienda
of the university.
Eight)
(Continued
Page
on
revoked license.
(Photo by Roger Gornertsfalder)
ton where friends may call.
showers over the weekend.
may call.

Overproduction Of Dogs And
Cats Forces Control Laws

Two Treated

U.S. Convoy Is Ambushed By
North Vietnamese Soldiers

Two Car Collision
Occurs Tuesday At
9th And Poplar

r,338.03

Vol. LXXXX No. 167

For Gunshot
Wounds Here

Shutoff At Barkley
Dam Not Expected

J. M.Carroll
Dies Today

Kenneth C. Imes
Passes State
Two Sessions Of
Board Examination Kindergarten Are
Scheduled, Church

R. Morten
Succumbs

Lee Vickers
Passes Away

Death Claims
THER REPORT Mrs. Adams

Several Persons
Fined In Court Of
Judge Jake Dunn
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It's your ECONOMY

by United Press International
Today is Wednesday, July 16,
the 197th day of 1969 with 168
to follow.

Index

Index

Mary Baker Eddy said: "Divine
love always has met and always
will meet every human need."

ALMANAC

The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning stars are Mercury, Venus and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mars
and Jupiter.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., 1509
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & We Bldg., New York, N.Y,
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit Mich.

MURRAY
• .Krvil
-IN 11-111KATIRE

On this day in history:
In 1790, Congress set up the
District of Columbia as the permanent seat of the United States
government.

SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 36e, per
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $6.150;
Zones 1 & 2, 913.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions 0-00.

In 1862, David Farragut became the first American admiral by an act of Congress.
In 1945, at 5:30 a.m. EDT
the first experimental test of an
atomic bomb was made in Nem
Mexico.
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What's in Space for Us?

S

Just prior to, and immediately after, any one of
our spectacular space ventures, there is great—almost unanimous—enthusiasm and approval. Between
flights, and especially at budget time, there is much
dissent, much carping about the cost, much questioning of the usefulness of the entire program.
Such challenges as:
Why do we have to go to the moon anyhow?
Why are we wasting our tax money fooling
around in space?
Why don't we use that money to meet our problems here on earth?
Perhaps today, while our excitement is up in advance of the Apollo-11 launch, is a good time to look
hard at the justifications of the space program, which
admittedly is astoundingly expensiye.

* MIMI TODAY *

"Coogans Bluff"
lilg Triple Feature!

,,,,

"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is the
Integrity ef its Newerager"

Infrared view of San Francisco lay area by !SSA.

Satellites in Our Future

By JOHN C. KRANER
Central Press Science Writer
IN THIS first decade of space we have created a worldwide
satellite communications industry, the first of many coming ventures in space to pay off in service as well as dollars and cents
profits. Dr. Thomas Paine, NASA. administrator, recently pointed
out that our most visible benefits from the space .program to
date may be seen in our grow largest lineup of photo equiping satellite program.
Consumer Price Index (1958=100)
Comsats, weather and navi- ment ever carried on any spacegation satellites along with a craft: seven Hasselblad still
Data; Bureau of Labor Statistics; International Monetary Fund
new resource photo satellite will cameras and a 16min motion
camera.
picture
facsoon become an important
By CARL H. MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST
tor in our way of life.
More than 600 of the S065
Chamber of Commerce of the United States
"There ix no question," Dr. multispectral photos (four filINFLATION HITS MANY COUNTRIES—Rising prices in major
Paine said, "the economic re- ter/film combinations) are now
countries reflect the growing demanri everywhere for capital
turn of this program will indeed being analyzed. Color infra-red
THERE ARE, OF COURSE, the expressions of
because of population growth and the quickening pace of
photos couP1ed with powerful
be substantial."
die dreamers, the romanticists and the pure scientechnological progress. Over the past 10 years consumer
sensors
can
the
record
Technology
electronic
Earth Resource
tists:
prices rose 20 per cent in the United States, but even more
heat
absorbed
and
Satellites rERTS) will be next amount of
in other countries-64 per cent in Japan, 47 per cent in
in the growing family of space dissipated by groups of large
• Because space represents the unknown, it must
France, 39 per cent in Italy, 36 per cent in the'United Kingrobots already providing us with buildings, a situation that crebe explored and conquered. (This statement leaves
thermal
dom,
and 25 per cent in West Germany. Inflation, morecurrents
communications,
hourly
and
pockatet
global
hardnosed realists coldly unmoved.)
weather maps, navigation and -eta of_ unpredictapie--410iiiition
-over: piles up as time goes on. A continuous rate of inflaand weather systems in our
defense warning systems.
• because tile moon is a rich source of vital mintion of even 2 per cent a year amounts to a 40 per cent
When Apollo 9 splashed down
erals for the future, we must find means to harvest
•
*"---e-Fosion or purchasing poWer in 25 years. Rising prices imcigars
in the Atlantic, and theIt will be possible to detect
them. (We don't yet know that these minerals are
pose a cruel and discriminatory tax on savers and families
had been passed out at Mission the difference between fields of
there, do we?)
with fixed income. This is now prevalent in all industrialControl, few people realized early and late corn, alfalfa, soyized countries. In underdeveloped. countries the rate of inthat astronauts Jim McDivitt, beans, wheat or just plain weeds.
• Because at the rate the earth's population is
flation is even faster and crueler.
David Scott and Rusty Schwei- Day-to-day soil moisture and
doing, well soon need to expand, to colonize the
ckart had spent five days of erosion data could predict a
moon. (0, come now!)
their 10-day mission testing farmers harvest down to the
• Because there are military advantages to be
equipment for a new $70 million last bushel.
satellite system.
G. B. Taylor,92,
gained in space that must not be allowed to go to
Before his recent retirement
The ERTS program has been from NASA, Dr. Edward Welsh
nations that have been and may still be, and at least
Farmington,
Dies;
given a top priority stamp by predicted that Resource Satellite
can be again, hostile to the United States. (Now
Congress
pushwith
Washington
Services
Today
PRINCETON, Ky., July 15 —
we're getting around to some practical premises.)
technology will become a $250
ing NASA for a test launch by million industry by 1973.
MAYFIELD, Ky., July 15 —
Jeffrey Watkins, 15, was found
opera1970 to be followed by
THUS THE BELEAGUERED, harassed, overExperts say the impact of drowned in a pond near West- G. B. Taylor, a retired building
tional satellites in 1971.
taxed working man views the expressions of the
this new photo-sensor system,
contractor of Farmington, died
Why the rush? The Resource constantly catalouging and eval- side School here Monday at 7:30
idealists with a fishy eye. But there are other very
Monday evening at Mayfield
1967, uating Earth's technological and p.m.
since
under
study
Satellite,
real justifications that can actually count as diviHospital. He wat 92.
The boy was found in six and
may provide answers to the natural resources, could have
dends:
,
Survivors include two sons,
most critical problems now fac- profound effects on world trade a half feet of water by the local
#1-4,t II If
rescue unit. The pond was on Burell Taylor. Farmington, and
• Global satellite commlnictitiorts
d world-, ing all life on Earth—efficient and economy.
Jewell Taylor, Louisville; a
control of mass environment
"Wide allteather forecasting via meteorological satelCrop :census could become a a lot adjoining the location of
and global food supplies.
brother,
German Taylor, Akron,
tank.
the
city
water
SyssatelliteA
lites are a reality.
weapon.
lethal
Equipped with a sophisticated tem evaluating the wheat crop
Mrs. Rosetta Hollowell was Ohio; a sister, Mrs. Ivan
array of TV, photographic cam- in Canada and Red China could listed as Watkins' mother.
• biectronic improvements in space hardware
Vaughn, Jackson, Tenn.; eight
eras and sensors, ERTS will re- provide data necessary to foreare already adapted to consumer use in radio, telegrandchildren, 11 great-granThe
body
was
taken
to
Bridges
cord urban architectural ex- see a death dealing agricultural
vision and appliances.
children, and two great-grea- Funeral Home.
pansion, air and water pollution, famine in Asia.
grandchildren.
Funeral
arrangements
were
ingrowing
classification,
crop
soil
• Improved computer technology developed by
The final go-no-go decision
Funeral services will be conrates, land use and mineral de- for an operational ERTS sys- complete.
the satellite builders is benefiting industry.
ducted at 3 p.m. at Farmington
posits.
the
be
in
tem in the '70s will
• New materials, new processes required for
Baptist Church by the Re'..
When fully operational in hands of Congress.
space travel are being used elsewhere in our econtheir 500-mile orbits, our new
Harry Yates and the Rev. Don
In the face of mounting pres- Hoover Is Named
Earth watchers also will return sure from both government and
omy, to our benefit.
Farmer. Burial will be in Highphotos and data on timber in- civilian agencies the prospects Honorary Head
land Park Cemetery.
• Operating today are navigation, geodetic,
ventory,, the continental shelf, now look good for ERTS and
Of Agriculture
Friends may call at Byrn Fuweather and TV broadcast satellites
si.ommercial fishing, locations of many other satellite systems in
neral
Home.
IV.,
July
15
—
MAYFIELD,
acean plankton, iceberg move- our future.
And new satellites for new uses are being deW., R. Hoover, head of the
ments and the traffic jams on
veloped.
Graves County extension service
freeways.
60 KILLED
tit office here, has been named
The Apollo 9 test, called Ex- NEXT: 1975—Ttit:
CALCUTTA SIN — Ii-gagght
IN A SLIGHTLY LESS visible but very reS1 periment 5065, included the
ENS,NE
ionorary commissioner of Agri- train
smashed into the rear of
sense, there are other side benefits. Universities and
culture in Kentucky.
a halted passenger train Monindustry have been called upon to meet the chal
His award was the result of 35 day night 200 miles south of
lenges _that space exploration poses, and their parmars of outstanding service in Calcutta. Railway authorities
ticipation has provided increased employment and
the extension service field. said 60 persons were killed and
payrolls.
Hoover has more tenure in any 70 injured. Authorities mid the
And the future will bring more economic gains
one county than any other ex- three rear cars of the passengwhich we can't yet assess. Out of World -War II
tension service agent in the er train were "reduced to matcame computers, jet transports, nuclear power,
chwood."
state.
inicrowave communications and other advances.
in a presidential election for
By RAYMOND LAHR
Space age developments undoubtedly will create
— De- citizens who moved into a state
WASI1INGTON
Similar new wealth in the 1970s and 1980s.
mocratic National Chairman by Sept. 1 before that election.
But what about the immediate, major earth
Fred Harris is leading another Those who moved in the final
problems? If we can go to the moon, why can't we
WS:X—TV
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wsm—Tv
charge against barriers to vat- two months would be allowed to
eliminate ignorance, crime and poverty? And what
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vote in the state of their formgood is any of it if we can't end war?
Actually the relatively low er residence.
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Everything's coming up sevens
for the Baltimore Orioles. The
Orioles stretched their lead in
the Eastern Divisionof the American League to an incredible margin of 14 full games Tuesday night
by boosting their season percentage to .700 with a 5-1 victory
over the Cleveland Indians.
Only four teams in American
League history - the 1927 and
1939 Yankees, the 1931 Athletics
and the 1954 Indians - have ever
played .700 ball over an entire
season.
The Orioles, now 63-27, seem
Intent on doing even better.

Bob Aspromoate had just one
homer Tuesday night - but it
managed to equal four by Lee
May.
May put on a slugging show in
the Cincinnati - Atlanta doubleheader Tuesday night, hitting
four homers and driving in 10
runs against the Braves.
But even though May had two
homers in each game it only
earned the Reds a split with a
10-4 victory in the second game
-because Aspromonte's three-run
homer in the ninth inning of the
opener carried the Braves to a
9-8 triumph.
In other action New York nippElsewhere in AL
ed Chicago, 5-4, San Diego trounced San Francisco, 10-3, St.
Elsewhere in the American Louis beat Philadelphia, 8-2, HoLeague, Boston fell 14 games uston topped Los Angeles, 10-7,
back by splitting with New York, and Pittsburgh beat Montreal,
winning the first game, 7-6, be- 9-3.
fore losing the second, 4-1, DeAl Weis' three-run homer and
troit fell 141/2 back by losing, 7-3, the relief pitching of Ron Taylor,
to the surprising Washington Sen- carried the Mets to victory and
ators who are 15/
1
2back, Calif- within 41/2 games of first place
ornia beat Kansas City, 5-2, and in the Eastern Division.
Oakland beat Seattle, 6-2. The
Weis' homer came in the fourth
Chicago - Minnesota game was and Ken Boswell hit what proved
postponed by rain.
to be the game-winning homer in
Tim Cullen collectedthree hits the fifth as the Cubs made it close
including a two-run homer and with back-to-back homers by
drove in four runs to pace Wash- Billy Williams and Ron Santo in
ington past Detroit. Washington the eighth.
has won 15 of its last 21 and manSan Diego chased Giants' ace
eger Ted Williaege' crew is just Sem _Merichal with six unearned
11/2 games out of Abond.
runs in the eighth for only their
President Nixon now 2-3 in second win in 11 games with San
watching the Senators this year Francisco. Marichal, 1e-4, was
and former astronaut Frank Bor- clubbed for nine hits in 4 2-3
man viewed the game.
Innings. Willie' McCovey hit his
28th homer in the seventh to
The Tigers pulled off a triple retain the league lead in homers.
play in a losing cause..
Highlights Rally
Hits Three-Run Homer
Joe Torre's third double to
John Odom hit a three-run e game and Mike Shannon's
homer in the sixth to cap e two-out single highlighted a fourfive-run rally and snap a 2-2 tie
rally as the Cardinals went
as Oakland beat Seattle. Odom •ver the .500 mark for the first
also pitched a six-hitter to boost time this season.
his record to 13-3.
Norm Miller slammed two staBill Butler paved the way for les to drive in three runs as
his own defeat with an eighth- e Astros overcame a7-2 deficit
inning throwing error as Califor- ith a five-run fourth Inning to
nia topped Kaneas City. With the tie the score, then won the game
score tied 2-2 and two on, Butler ith a three-run rally in the sixth.
threw away Rick Reichardt's att- The Dodgers scored six in the
empted sacrifice to let two runs third on Willie Crawford's solo
omer and a tweinAle by
Reggie Smith collected ft
iits and drove in two runs as Carl Taylor hit a solo homer
Boston topped New York in the and a two-run double to highlight
first game to give Ray Culp his an eight-run first inning that
13th victory. Stan Bahnsen pitch- carried Pittsburgh past Moned a six-hitter to give the Yanks treal. Luke Walker pitched a
the victory in the second game.Three-hitter to gain the victory.

American League
National Lsallu•
East
East
W. L Pct. GB
W.. L. Pct. 08
Baltimore
83 27 .700
57 SS f410
Zhicaeo
50 42 .543 14
New York 50 37 .575 4% Boston
47 40 .540 14%
47 48 .505 10% Detroit
St. Louis
50 46 .5W 15%
44 4r/ .484 12% Wash.
Pitts
38 50 .432 17 New York 43 50 482 21%
Phila.
36 54 .400 27
Meal
2862 311 28 Cleveland
West
West
W. L. Pct. GB
W. L. Pct. GE
Minn.
54 35 .607 —
os Ang.
51 38 .573
Oakland
48 38 .558 „4%
52 40 .500
ktlanta
39 52 .429 18
San nen. 50 41 .549 2 Kan City
38 51 .427 18
Diricinnati 46 39 .541 3 Seattle
38 51 .42'7 16
47 46 .505 6 Chicago
Houston
34 55 382 20
San Diego 32 61 .344 21 California
Tuesdays Results
Tuesday's Results
Boston 7 New York 6, 1st
New York 5 Chicago 4
New York 4 Boston 1, 2nd
San Diego 10 San Fran 3
Wash 7 Detroit 3
Pittsburgh 9 Montreal 3
Baltimore 3 Cleveland 1
St. Louis 8 Phila 2
Chicago at Minn., ppd., rain
Atlanta 9 and 8, lat
California 5 Kan City 2
Camel 10 Atlanta 4, 2nd
Oakland 0 Seattle 2
Houston 10 Los Ang 7
Today's Probable Pitchers
Today's Probable Pitchers
All Times EDT
All Times EDT
Cleveland, Ellsworth 4-5 and
Pittsburgh, Blass 9-8 at MonWilliams 3-7 at Baltimore, Hardtreal, Wegener 4-7, 8 p. m.
New York, McAndrew 2,3 or in 4-4 and Cuellar 10-7, 2, 5:30
Cardwell 3-8, at Chicago, Jenk- p• thKansas City, Rooker 1-6 at
ins 12-6, 2:30 p.
Los Angeles, Osteen 11-7 at California, Messersmith 8-7, 11
iouston, Dierker 12-6, 7 p. in. p. m.
Oakland, ICrauese 3-4 at SeSan Diego, Roberts 0-2 at San
Trancisco, Perry 10-7, 4 p. m. attle, Brabencier 7-6, 11 p. m.
Chicago, Wynne 3-1 and PetAtlanta, Jarvis 7-8 at GlacialCloninger 6-12, 0. p. m. ers 6-9 at Minnesota, Hall 4-4
Philadelphia, Champion 3-3 and Perry 8-4, Z 6:30 p. m.
Detroit, Lolich 12-2 at Washat St. Louis, Carlton 11-3, 9 p.
ington, Bosnian 6-3, 7:30 p.
m.
Boston, Jarvis 4-5 at Na w
Thursdays Games
York, Burbach 6-7, 8 p.m.
Pitts at Montreal, night
Thursday's Games
Phila at St. Louis, night
Oakland at Seattle, night
Wants at Cincinnati, night
Chioago at Minn., night
,os Ang at San Fran
Cleveland at Balt., night
Only games scheduled
Detroit at Wash., night
Boston at New York, night
Only games scheduled
ommy rrothro has had only
one losing season as head coach
of the UCLA football team -- Profitable
Retirement
in 1968 when the Bruins were
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI)—
3-7.
Most of the greatest hdrees in
* * *
the world are retired to the KenThe Califoenia Angehk' best tucky Bluegams region here,
attendance record came in 1966 where they bring fantastic priwhen the dub drew 1,400,321 ces for studing.
at Anaheim Stadium.
4 4*

D BuliDta

—

Virgil Carter of Brigham
-Stan Matey, horn Ghana,
foung led the nation's collegians set a school record by running
in total offense- in 1966 with the 100-ys?rd dash in 9.4 seconds
- 2.545 y ards.
this year for Los Angeles State.
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Twelve-Year Old Girl Is Field Goal Kicking Specialist !!!
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Sports Parade American Legion

pm Tonight

over to his side. Maybe not all
those who were booing,but many,
anyway. Some, chiefly, those in
NEW YORK UPI-They'll never the 12 to 15 age group never did
run a national survey or decibel let up on him, possibly because
The American Legion Basetest on something like this, but they identify with the husky, boy- t>iii game between
Murray and
it's pretty safe to say nobody ish - looking Mets' right-fieldet t'nion City scheduled
for toother
of
the
more
any
than
with
has been booed harder or louder
night has been called off bethis season than Ron Swoboda. players.
cause of Union City's district
Nobody anywhere has gotten
tournament which is this week.
thuterrible
some
"They
say
It as good this summer as he
The Murray nine will nost
has and that includes anybody gs at times but I don't the&
you can think of whether he happ- they do it to be mean," Swoboda Madisonville at 7:00 p.
ens to be some unpopular umpire, says. "They don't realize what Thursday at Holland Stadium
and will finish the regular seaa policeman on your college cam- they're saying or how much it
son play at Benton on Saturliee
things
say
They'll
hurts.
Minn,
They
pus or even Ho Chi
day night at 7:30 p. m.
wouldn't know what a good booing 'Here comes King of the Whiff'
The Murray American Legion
or 'how many times are you
Is.
team will host the district tourWhen 55,882 fired-up custom- going to striitjOut today?"
nament at Holland Stadium next
ers are all confined in one place, - What bothered Swoboda most week and Murray meets strong
when they're all sitting there about all those strikeouts was Paducah in the opening game
waiting for one thing, and when that the Mets lost two of the of the tournament Tuesday
they sock it to one guy with all three games involved.
night The tournament will be
"I got one hit in 12 times played on double
the raw pent-up power in their
elimination
good,
not
"It's
up,"
he
says.
lungs the way they did to Sworules and all games will start
that
thing
he struck out five but it's not the wore
boda after
at 7:00 p. m.
straight times in a game with ever happened. Those 10 strikeSt. Louis at Shea Stadium on outs caused all the trouble. I
June 22, then, my friends, the suppose if I had made a few PONY LEAGUE BASEBALL
July 14, 1969'
recipient of such a demonstration routine outs instead of striking
By W. G. Cochin
can tell you from the heart what out there wouldn't have been all
100 019.4)-3 4 3
that booing. People tend toforget Orioles
a good booing is like.
202 200 iL-6 4 3
Ron Swoboda certainly can. I've gotten some timely hits for Indians
Landolt and Pinkston; IX;
He plays right field for the Mets, this club. But I can't complain.
when he plays, and the booing The same people have been very Lane and Solomon. Ray Lane
got a match running catch off
he received a few weeks ago good to me."
the
Orioles in the first
made Niagara's roar sound more
402 011 0— 8 8 4
Swoboda is hitting only 227 Mets
like a mother's lullaby.
Phils
415 140 x-15 9 2
much
these
days.
not
playing
and
The boos which came cascadBarber (Le Willis, and Reckhimself
resigned
heen't
Still,
he
ing down on him weren't that
er; Ryan, Hewitt (W), Thompvicious. They even took a bitter- or written off the entire season. son, and Thurman
and Ryan.
wouldn't
"It
"I
says.
can't,"
he
sweet turn after his fifth strikeprofessional."
be
out as a matter of fact, if you
Along with the rest of the
can possibly imagine boos soundSwoboda has come to reMets,
ing that way, But Ron Swoboda
Wilt Chamberlain, - the Los
will remember them probably cognize one particular fan who Angeles-Lakers' giant center,
as long as he lives because they often sits behind the visitors' never
has fouled out of a NaStadium.
This
Shea
at
dugout
caused him to suffer through a
tional Basketball Association
silent kind of agony that makes fellow claims he loves the Mets game.
with
the
park
comes
out
to
and
when
he's
really
a man feel 95
huge portfolio of black and white
only 25.
In the next game he played, signs suitable for any occasion
memille1111111
which was against the Phillies, in the contest.
Swoboda snapped his strikeout
at Mai
He's likely to nom up a card
string with a base hit although
"Fantastic!"
"Whee!" or
he struck out twice more, and saying
Mets hits a home
In the contest after that lie struck if one of the
out.four more times to make it run. But he also has flashed a
sign saying "Look Alive" after
10 out of 12.
of his heroes made an error,
one
Talk about boos. Swoboda nev"Super
er heard the end of them. Prac- and another one saying
walked
tically everybody booed him after Stiff" when Ed Kranepool
miss
didn't
He
plate.
to
the
up
those four strikeouts against
either.
Grant Jackson, a left-hander no Swoboda's strikeouts,
sign
less. Those who didn't bootHrn, Sure enough, he hoisted a
said,
"Oh,
no,
not
again."
which
laughed at WM,
n Swoboda saw H.
The boos curSSibrietV'eper .
"I
wished I could've held up
than he actually is able to demyself," he says. "One
sign
a
scribe, but oddly, he isn't that
upset with those who gave him that would've_ said 'can't you
see I'm eating my heart out?'"
the rough going-over.
"In my four years with this
club, the tins have been fantastic," he says. "Absolutely V/011.
derful. That's right. I'm includCONVICTIONS UPHELD
ing those who booed me so much.
I know why they booed me. They
wanted me to do better. They
TRENTON, N.J. UPI -The New
wanted to light a fire nder
me. You know the game in which Jersey Supreme Court today upI struck out five times? 1 could held the murder convictions of
sense the change in the booing. prizefighter Rubin "Hurricane" STRIKE OUT heart disease is
Honestly, I could feel it. I think Carter and a friend, John Artis, the idea here, as 'I'V star
the crowd reached the point whe- for shooting three persons to dea- Dick Cavett, national chat! re it knew it was doing some th in a Patterson tavern in 1966. man of Heart Bowling Week.
harm. Understand me, the people An appeal based on the Fourth demonstrates. Heart Bowlkept booing but they sounded a Amendment protection against ing Week runs Nov. 15-21,
but lane owners have the
little sympathetic with it. I could "unreasonable searches and seizures" was denied 7-0 by the
option of scheduling theirs
actually feel the change."
any time. Entry fees go to
Swoboda's feelings didn't be- court.
local Heart Associations.
tray him. The crowd did swing
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer

Is Cancelled

(UPI) — The youngster became inter- and often boots field goals from
CHATTANOOGA
Dixie Gilbert is one of the few ested in football from her fayards.
practitioners of the ancient art ther, an avid college and pro Kopcha, who was kickoff man
of drop kicking.
fan, and her talent was discov- or the Bears in his playing
But the 12-year-old junior high ered by former Chicago Bears
ys, wanted to take Dixie to
school students, who already and University of Chattanooga
cago • for a halftime exhibiboots 30-yard field goals and is standout Dr. Joe Kopcha of on at a Bears game this wingetting better all the time, Gary, Ind., who was here ear- r, but was unable to arrange
probably will never have the lier. thls year for a reunion of - t because of television commitchance to put the home team the UC class of 1929.
ments. Me still would like to &ahead Icy splitting the uprights. "I guess she picked up her range for the girl to display her
Dixie hasn't given up, but she footbail interest mostly from kicking talent before a Bears
figures there isn't much of
me,'•vSays her father, R.J. Gil- game.
"Not many men have the Dixie, a Baltimore Colts fan
market for female kicking s .
football knowledge that she has. wtko hesiie given up because of
cialists.
"I've never thought about it "One day I was out fooling the beating her team took at
that much,'' the 5-foot-1 95- around in the back yard and the hands of the New York Jets
pound sports enthusiast says of tried the old drop-kick style," in the Super Bowl, is captain of
the possibility of one day play- Gilbert says. "Dixie saw me her junior high girls basketball
ing on a high school or college d started trying it, and pick- and soccer teams.
team. "It's more like a dream ed it up real quick. She's worn
She says if she doesn't get to
that would never actually hap- out about a half dozen cheap actually play football, she would
footballs, I guess."
pen.
be content to play the flute or
"But still, I don't know, Gilbert says his daughter is drums in the band, hopefully at
though," she adds with a smile. Proficient from 25 to 30 yards, the University of Tennessee.
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Three Redskin Rookies Make MILK
Clean Getaway With Bonus
390 at
390
46 oz. Lan

690

Lb Bag

IGA

IGA OLD FASHIONED

Whole Kernel

WAFERS

-

15

Oz.4/

IGA

ALL BRANDS

CALIF,

8 Oz. Can

Large Head

GAL

By JOHN JEANSONNE
UPI Sports Writer

While most of the pro football
world awaited the second coming
of Joe Namath, three Washington
Redskin rookies quietly made a
clean getaway with bonus money.
The only evidence they left behind was their football equipment.
"that seems to be what they're
teaching them in college these
days," snorted Redskin Coach
Vince Lombardi.
Bill Kishman, defensive back
drafted fifth from Colorado State;
Jeff Anderson, University of Virginia running back drafted seventh and Rick Brand, Virginia
defensive tackle drafted 14th, told
Lombardi after morning practice
they had derided they didn't want
to make pro football a career,
Each had taken a bonus to sign
with the Redskinseithen left camp
after less than a week under Lombardi.

Will

On

The Redskins' rebuilding undoubtedly will go on without them,

but there are those who wonder froln-the game ,,.I'm not interif the Jets can go on without ested- in playing
beyond my
Namath.
time."
Tight end Pete Rozelle left
the Jet training camp with the
Rush Released
explanation that he had to "clear
up business details," but later
Doug Satcher's "retirement"
told some friends "the business from the Boston Patriots was
revolves around Nemeth and his not his decision , but Coach
playing. If Joe plays I'll play." Clive Rush's. Rush released the
Nemeth, still in seclusion,told two-year starter because he was
teammate Johnny Sample
he overweight, and he
released
would show up to tallest)o theplay- ninth-round draft choice Joe Walers, while Commissioner Pete ker, a defensive end from Albany,
Rozelle agreed to discuss the Ga., State, because he failed to
situation with the"Jets, but did pass the team psical.
not set a date.
There was happier news for
The Dallas Cowboys, meanwhi- all-AFL linebacker Nick Buonile, apparently will not miss their conti, who was granted a third
retired quarterback, Don Mere- year on his contract by the Miami
dith, as former Navy All-Ameri- Dolphins, and for former Kentuccan Roger Staubach, bidding for ky running back Dicky Lyons,who
the No. 2 spot behind Craig was signed by the Atlanta F.11Morton, highlighted a brief drill eons.
with a 60-yard run for the only
But quarterback Don Trull and
touchdown.
center Hefty Maples of the HousThe Cowboys may come
ton Oilers were thrown for a big
shorthanded at running ba( loss when they stopped to have
howeever, as veteran Don Perkins Jun& in San Antonio, Tex. -on
indicated he also may retire in their way to ,training camp, and
favor of a business future in returned to their car to find more
Albuquerque, N. M., because "I than $1,000 in clothes missing.
just feel it's time to get away
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Miss Patricia Ann Day Becomes Bride Of
James Michael Kerlick In Ceremony At
The First Baptist Chukch, Madisonville

THE LEDGER

TIMES

—

[Mrs.J. B. Burkeen .
Wednesday, July 16
The ladies day luncheon will
be served at the Oaks Country
Club at 12:15 p.m. For reservations call Mrs. James C. White
at 753-5121 or Mrs. Paul Dailey,
Jr., at 753-8702 by noon on Monday. Other hostesses are Frances McKeel, Jessie Cook, Sheila
Grogan, Dorothy Harris, Mary
Humphreys, Bonnie Story, Dulcie Douglas, Sue Smith, Laura
Tesseneer, Oneida White, and
Margaret Crawford.
•••
An open luncheon will be
served at noon at the Calloway
County Country Club. For :eservations call Joe Dick, Cieburne Adams, J. Matt Sparkman, or Bill Thurman.
• •.
The annual meeting at the
Outland Cemetery will be held.
•••
The
Elm
Grove Baptist
Church Woman's Missionary Society will have its mission study at the church at 7:30 pm.
•••
Thursday, July 17
The general meeting of the
Woman's Missionary Society of
the Elm Grove Baptist Church
will be held at the church at
two p.m.
•••
The Business and Professional
-Women's Club will have its
founders day banquet at the
Woman's Club House at 6:30
p m. Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester
will be honored.
•• •

Men's Stag Night will be held
at 6:30 pm. at the Calloway
County Country Club. Hosts afe
Daisies, one of summer's love- guests followed in the church
I Galen Thurman, Phil Mitchell,
liest flowers, set the decor for social hall, where the beautifulFrank Ryan, and L-X. Pinkley.
the wedding on Sunday, June ly appointed bride's table held
•••
22, of Mies Patricia Ann Day the majestic five-tiered weddMiss Marsha Robertson Mooand James Michael Kerlick in ing cake. A satin bell with dais- dy,
bride-elect of Samuel IL
the sanctuary of the First Bap- ies stood atop the upper tier, Dodson
III, will be honored
tist Church at Madisonville.
and scattered over the lower with a tea from three to five
The attractive brunette bride tiers were yellow and white
p.m. at social hall of the First
is the only daughter of Mr. and daisies and spun-sugar roping.
United Methodist Church. All
Mrs. 0. L. Day, 552 West Cen- Mrs. Jimmie T. Day, sister- ladies
of the church are invited.
ter, Madisonville, and Mr. Ker- in-law of the bride, and
yrs. Hostesses are Mesdames Maulick is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James Holmes served the
cake, rice Humphrey, John Irvan,
Louis C. Kerlick, 1513 Cardinal Mrs. Danny Mitchell and
Miss Maruice Ryan, William Britton,
Drive, Murray.
Lyndis Tompkins presided at Harold Eversmeyer, Nat Ryan
Dr. Harold J. Purdy, minister the punch bowl.
Hughes, and James Weatherly.
of the church, assisted by the
•••
"suss:
tor the occasion was by
Rev. W. T. Crumbaker, officiatThe
Cumberland
Presbytered with the double ring vows Mrs. Fred Barber at the piano. ian Women
of the North Pleaat 2 o'clock in the presence of The guests had been regist- sant
Grove Church will meet at
a large assemblage of relatives ered upon arrival at the church the home
of Mrs. Merritt Lawby Miss Marion Folks, Mountain
and friends.
son at seven p.m.
Pedestal baskets of white gla- Grove, Mo.
A swim party tor fourth, fifth,
Assisting with the receptIon
dioli, can bus end yellow daisand sixth grade children of the
were
Mrs.
Dewey
Landrum
of
ies were iriserspersed between
Oaks Country Club will be held
the fan candelabra, draped in Paducah, Mesdames John Ballfrom ten am. to one p.m. Each
greenery, which centered the inger, James Hoover, Carl Rodmember is to pay twenty-five
altar background, and the tier- gers and James Bohan.
cents,
bring a sack lunch, and
Later
the
couple
left for a
ed candelabra on either side.
mray invite one non-member
I week at Gatlinburg Tenn., and
Mrs. Homer Purdy was Or- other points of interest in the guest. Mesdatnes Joe R. Coopganist, using the "Trumpet Smoky Mountains, the bride er, Gene Steely, J. P. Parker,
Tune in D hilajor" by Purcell traveling in a blue and white Joe Outland, George Powell,
for the processional. and "Psalm knit dress with navy accessories, and Don Grogan are the plann19" by Marcell° for the recess- and a corsage of white roses. ing committee.
•*•
ional.
The bride was graduated from
James Holmes, Gilbertsville, e Madisonville High School
Friday, July 111
was soloist. He sang "Entreat and Murray State University,
The Wranglers Riding Club
Me Not to Leave Thee" before where she received a Bachelor will ride at seven p.m. at the
the ceremony, and "Eternal of Science degree in business ring located on Highway 94
Love" as the couple knelt for education. She was a member East. Special events will be
the blessing.
of the West Hopkins High Sho- held and the public is invited
Bride's Dress
ot faculty last year. In Murray to attend.
•••
Given in marriage by her fa- she will be working for the
ther, the radiant bride wore an head of the Management DeA picnic honoring Mr. and
A-line gown of ivory Chantilly partment of the School of Bus- Mrs. Bobby Taylor will be held
lace over bridal taffeta. The iness at Murray State Univer- by the Woman's Missionary Solong-sleeved bodice had a high, sity
ciety of the Sinking Springs
round neckline, and the graceBaptist Church at the City
ful skirt fell into a chapel train. Mr. Keriics was graduated Park at 7:30 p.m.
•••
Her bouffant shoulder length from Murray High School, and
veil of silk illusion was attach- received a Bachelor of Science
Stag Night will be held at
ed to a cluster of lace and seed degree from Murray State Uni- the Oaks Country Club at 7:30
pearl petals, and she carried a versity in the spring. He -.will p.m. Hosts are Paul Dailey, Jr.,
cascade of white roses on a be connected with the Combin- Don Henry, and Robert G. Jeffwhite Bible, showered in strea- ed Insurance Company of Amer- rey.
ica. They are now at home at
• ••
mers ending in love knots.
"Something old" was a dainty 219 North 13th Street in MurSaturday, July 19
lace handkerchief tucked in her ray.
An Hawaiian Luau will be
Bible that belonged to Mrs. Among the many guests
were held at the Calloway County
Jethro Poag, the bride's aunt; the four grandmothers of the Country Club at 7:30 p.m. with
"borrowed" was an heirloom bridal couple, Mrs. Galen
Thur- Polynesian food by House of,
pearl pin from Mrs. Purdy; she man Sr., of Murray, Mrs. Leona Grace and music by Jack Stalhad the traditional blue garter Kerlick, Yorktown, Texas, Mrs. cup. Make reservations by noon
and a lucky sixpence in her Leslie Williams and Mrs. Wil- on July 17 with Messrs and
white slipper.
Gaylord
Forrest,
liam Anderson, of Madieonville. Mesdames
Mrs. Vance Ramage, of MurAmong the large number of James C. Hart., John Irvan, Euray, was the matron of honor, out of town guests were the fol- gene Flood, or Stanford Henrickson.
and the bridesmaids were Mrs. lowing relatives:
• ••
Bob Weathers, Fort Knox, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. S. C: Getthardt
James G. Baker, Jr., of St. Sr., Pleasanton, Texas; Mr. and
Sunday, July 20
Louis, Mo., Miss Brenda Fulk- Mrs. S. C. Getthardt Jr., St.
Open house will be held at
ers3n, with Miss Lisa Day, niece Louis, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. Bill the old Calloway County Court
of the bride, as the junior Thurman, Mr. and Mrs. Galen House from two to five p.m.
•• •
bridesuid.
Thurman, Jr. and Bob; Joe
The attendants wore identi- Thurman, Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
cal ensembles of sunshine yel- Friciy, Joe Bill and Jane; Mrs
ro make sauce from part of a
low chiffon over taffeta, the Billy Hamilton, Mr. and Mrs. box of fresh cranberries, measfloor length gowns fehturing Freddie Herndon, Mr. and Mrs. ure berries, then use half as
long, full chiffon sleeves and Warden Gilbert, Mark and Scot much sugar and half as much
moss green cummerbunds. They Thurman, Mn,. Bennie Purcell, water as there are cranberries.
carried miniature parasols of Mrs. Bill McLemore, and Steve -Boil until berries are popped,
white Chantilly lace filled with D3ran all of Murray;
about 5 minutes. For thicker
Mrs. Omar Day Jr., Glen sauce, boil sugar and water ftrit
yellow and white daisies, and
wore Dior bows of mots green Burnie, itaiyland; Mr. and Mrs. for 5 minutes; then add cranJethro Poag, Mr. and Mrs. Clar- berries to the sugar-syrup and
for their headpieces.
Beanie Purcell, Murray, serv- ence Rodgers, Mrs. Charles cook until the berries pop,
ed as the best man, Bill McLe- Welsher, Miss Irma Jean Rodg- about 3 to 5 minutes.
m 're was the head usher, and ers, Mrs. Gus Ehlert, Mrs. Leo
the groomsmen included Vance Seiler, all oi Evansville, Lnd.•
Ramage, John Rose, of Murray, Mrs. Edward Notington, Wins- toned the graceful centerpiece.
Jim DeMeyer of Fulton, with low, Ind.; Mrs. Russell Stone
Bridesmaids' Luncheon
Chris Kerlick. brother of the and children, Suzanne, Luanne
MSS. Jimmie T. Day was host
and
Billy, Petersburg, In& Mr- to the bridesmaids'
bridegroom, as the junior
luncheon
Ind Mrs. Beckham Camp and an Saturday noon,
gro.msman.
entertaining
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
chose
becoming
Camp
a
Mrs. Day
of In her attractive home at 1040
nylon s'hantung dress in light Owensboro.
Bell Drive.
Rehearsal Dinner
blue, with white accessories,
The lunoheon centerpiece ba:
Mr. and Mrs. Kerlick were tured yellow and
and Mrs. Kerlick was dressed
white dahlia.
in a gray sheath of silk linen hosts to the enjoyable rehear
Covers were laid for Kra.
sal
dinner on Saturday even- Vance Ramage, Mrs.
with harmonizing accessories.
James G.
Their corsages were of yellow ing at the Imperial Restaurant, Baker Jr., Mrs. Bob Weathers,
when
cover,
were laid for 35 Riot Brenda Fulkerson and Kiss
and white daisies
guests.
'
Reception
Lisa Day, together with the
Yellow and white daisies fish- bride and
A delightful reception for 173
hostess.

Mrs. James Michael Kerlick

&
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Jones-Murdock Vows To Be Read

WEDNESDAY — JULY 16, 19614

Phone 753-1917 or 751-4947

Ormsby.Wells .Engagement

Murdock Family
Has Reunion, Philip
Murdock Home

A family reunion was held recently at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Murdock at Lynn
Grove.
At the noon hour a basket
dinner was served and the afternoon was spent in conversation.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. John Murdock and children, Ricky, Cindy, and Larry,
of Madison, Wisconsin, Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Murdock and son,
Ray, Mr. and Mrs. Philip H.
Murdock and children, Jimmy
and Ann of Madisonville, Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Murdock and
children. Felicia and Jeff, Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Manning and
daughter, Melissa, of Paducah.
Also present were Mr. and
Mrs. James Harris and children.
Kathy and Mack, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry L. Potts and sons, Gaol
and Roger, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Murdock and children, Bill Ed,
June, Thomas, Janet, and Lore, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth MurMiss Judith Ann Ormsby
dock and children, Barry and
Vonda, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow W. Welch, 1707 Apache Boulevard,
Lee Armstrong and daughter, Tempe, Arizona, announce the engagement of
her daughter, Miss
Frances, Mr. and Mrs. James Judith Ann Ormsby of 738 Stockton
Street, No. 4A, San FrancisHenry Armstrong.
co, California, to Tommy D. Wells, 115 Barbaree Way, Tiburon,
' Others attending were Mrs. California.
Lucy Myers, Mr. and Mrs. MAX
Miss Ormsby is the daughter of the late Thomas W. OrmsSin otherman and children, Gail by. Mr. Wells is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wells of 1508 Carand Richard, Mr. and Mrs. Jac- dinal Drive, Murray.
kie Myers and children, Johnny
The bride-elect is a 1967 graduate of Arizona State Univerand Anita, Mrs. Mary Cook, sity fvhere she received
her B. A. in English and education. She
Mrs.- Ruth Burt and daughter, is a member of
Gamma Phi Beta sorority, and Golden Hearts of
Miss Donna Kaye Jones
Sandy, Mr.„ and Mrs. Dennis Sigma Phi Epsilon,
fraternity auxiliary. She was selected as "Miss
Angers and children, Mark, Tempe" at Tempe,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Williamjetial
Arizona. She. taught English at Tempe High
/1131141d- Raul* Oise Mike, and
Tim, and the hosts, School in 1967-68, and is
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
now employed as a stewardess for
Murdock.
daughter, Donna Kaye, to Willia:n Nelson Murdock, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.•Philip
American Airlines flying out of San Francisco, California.
• •
Mr. and Mrs. William Nelson Murdock, Sr., of Lynn prove.
Mr. Wells is a graduate of Murray High School where he
Miss Jones was a 1969 graduate of Sedalia High School and
was named to the National Honor Society. He attended Murray
is presently attending Murray State University.
State University where he was named to the Hall of Fame in
Mr. Murdock was graduated from Calloway County High
baseball last year. He received his B. S. in mechanical engineerSchool in the class of 1967. He Is a sophomer at Murray State
ing and master's degree in business administration (MBA) from
University.
the University of Kentucky, Lexington, where he was a member
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, August 9, at
of Pi Tau Sigma, national mechanical engineering honorary socseven o'clock in the evening at the Lebanon Church of Christ.
Miss Janith Jones, August iety, and Tau Beta Pi, scholastic honorary fraternity.
All friends and relatives of the ,eouple are invited to attend.
bride-elect of Billy Wilson, was
The groom-elect was formerly affiliated with the Los Angecomplimented with a luncheon les Dodgers. He is presently associated with Merrill Lynch,
at "Oakhurst", home of Dr. and Pierce. Fenner, and Smith, San Francisco, California, as an se-,
Mrs. Harry Sparks on the Mur- count executive.
ray University Campus, on
Plans are being made for a late September wedding at
!Star of the Sea Chcirefi, Sausalito, Callfbrnla.
Wednesday, July 9.
The honoree chose to wear a
pastel blue and white linen
Mrs. McLemore. Mark had been
dress with whtte accessories and
here for five weeks with his
a hostesses' gift corsage of pink
Mrs. Donald Edwards of Mur- grandparents before returning
rosebuds. Her mother, Mrs. ray has been
dismissed from home with his parents.
Conrad H. Jones, her mother-in- Lourdes Hospital,
•• •
Paducah.
law to be, Mrs. J. B. Wilson,
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Hodges
and her maternal grandmother,
Mrs. Wayne Stone of Kirksey of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., are
Mrs. Carl Lockhart, had hos- bas been a
patient at Lourdes the guests of her parents, Mr.
tesses' gift corsages of red rose- Hospital,
Paducah.
and Mrs. B. J. Hoffman, Miller
buds.
•• •
Avenue. Mrs. Hoffman became
Mr. and Mrs. Harold (Bud) ill on Sunday and was hospitaGuests gathered in the draw- Tolley and children, Gregg, lized at the Murray-Calloway
ing room for appetizers and lat- Jake, Bryan, and John, of Bel County Hospital.
er were seated at their places in Air, Md., left Saturday after a
•••
the dining room. Each place two weeks visit with their parMr. and Mrs. Roy F. Crotzer
card contained a card inside for ents, Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Tol- and children of Jeffersontown
the guest to write a wish to the ley of Murray and Mrs. Lena were the guests last week of
Rivers Cummins of Arlington.
bride-elect.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. B.
•••
The banquet table covered
By Abigail Van Buren
W. Burkeen of Almo. The CrotMr. and Mrs. 0. C. McLe•
with an embroidered linen cloth
zer family camped at Lake Cumv.as centered with an old fash- more, Hickory Drive, Murray, berland State Park
DEAR ABBY My husband and I recently moved into a
before comhave had as their guests during
flowers
fresh
bouquet
of
ion
very nice, one-bedroom apartment which we furnished
ing here.
the
past two weeks their son,
flanked by burning tapers on
•••
ourselves.
,
•
Oliver, Jr.,-,wife, Sue, and chileither side. -Last evening some neighbors we hardly know stopped by
Covers were laid for fourteen dren, Mark and Cindy, of Al- A. Way with
Turkey
for a drink, and the woman says, "You said you were going
guests and the hostesses who bany, Ga., Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Use leftover turkey to make
away on a two-week vacation in September, so would you
were Mrs. Harry Sparks and Phillips and baby daughter, a post-holiday
lunch
mind if we used your apartment'for some friends who will be daughter, Susan, Mrs. Harold Kimberly
Ann, of Detroit, Combine 2112 cups of salad
dicer
6
Glenn Dsran and daughter, Pat- Mich., Mike Balch of Rogers- cooked turkey, 1 cup of
visiting us at that time?"
chopped
Before I could open my mouth, my husband said YES ricia, Mrs. Maurice Humphrey, ville, Ala., and Miss Lester celery, v2 cup each of chopped
Mrs. Hugh Houston, and Mrs. Grisham, sister of Mrs. McLe- toasted filberts and sliced pi[after two martinis I. I could have brained him.
more, of Rogersville, Ala. Balch miento-stuffed olives. 2 tableAfter they left I told my husband I didn't want strangers H. T. Waldrop.
and Phillips are nephews of spoons of french dressing and
using our apartment, and I didn't feel I owed our neighbors
/
1 3 cup of mayonnaise. Mix well
that kind of favor.
and chill. Arrange on crisp
My husband says he thinks I'm right, and now he's sorry
salad greens and garnish with
Now, why did they bother to apply'
AMAZED
lemon and tomato wedges and
be said yes, but he hasn't the guts to tell them we've changed
DEAR AMAZED: Because, believe it or not, some people
additional pimiento - stuffed
our minds. Well, I haven't got the guts to tell them either,
apply for a job hoping they won't get it.
olives. Makes 4 servings.
but I don't want to turn this apartment over to strangers, so
,what do you suggest?
STUCK
DEAR ABBY: To "HER MOM," who was heartsick
DEAR STUCK: People without "guts" are frequently
because her daughter confessed that she was pregnant, and
stack. Your husband should tell your neighbors you've
all the elaborate plans for a lovely church wedding had to be
reconsidered. But if he can't gather the "gas," you must.
canceled.
The alternative Is to let them come and take your chances.
Our daughter had the same problem, but she solved it
another way. She went ahead and had the big church
DEAR ABBY: For the past year I have had a very
wedding as scheduled, and after 10 years of a childless
good cleaning woman once a week. Recently she mentioned
marriage, we learned the truth.
to me that one family she works for on a similar basis pays
Not wishing to disappoint their parents and cause a
her when they go on their vacation even the she doesA do
scandal, she and the boy she loved decided on an illegal
anything for them while they are away.
abortion.
Is this customary? And why do you think she mentioned
Mom, be glad your daughter had enough faith in you to
It"
confide I know how heartsick you were to have to cancel all
OAK PARK
those wedding plans. I can also imagine how embarrassed,
DEAR OAK: No. it's not customary. but it's good
you felt before your friends and relatives. But please, don't
Insurance against losing a valued employe. And she
hold it against your child. Forgive her. You'll be glad you
probably mentioned it to you because she hoped YOU'D take
did.
\
ANOTHER GIRL'S MOM
the hint.
YOUR

Luncheon Held For
Miss Janith Jones
At Sparks' Home

&six

PERSONALS

Tell them or
take the risk!

4rifg

DEAR ABBY: May a tired office manager say a few
words to job hunters?
For the past week I have been interviewing girls for the
job of "typist" in an office, and I am absolutely amazed at
what I have seen and heard.
One girl applied for the job in capri pants, sneakers, and
carrying her poodle. Another came in faded jeans with her
hair in great big rollers' One even came in a see-thru blouse.
And she had a cigaret in her mouth the whole time.
Some women have the attitude that they are doing you a
favor just offering themselves for employment. Others don't
seem to care whether they get the job or not.
The help wanted ad in the newspaper stated the hours,
typing speed, and all the details of the job, and you'd be
'surprised at the number of girls who didn't want to work
"those hours," and so help me, some said they couldn't type!
.

Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a
personal
reply write to Abby, Rea 69700. Los Angeles, Cal.
90069, and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

IlifilOardiOttb

Hate to write letters? Seed ft to Abby, Box WM,
Lao
Aspic% CaL 1106, for Abbi's booklet, "How to
Waite Letters
ler All Deesoisas."

HOSTESS
may not have1t%4
world on a string,
but she knows
your community
inside out.

COLLEGE MARRS

If you're new in town,
call her today?

1411 Olive Blvd, I,
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Truly Fine Cleaning
Phone 751-11151

* Executive Shirt Service

4r.1

Ph

•

Linda Adams .
Phone 753-2378 —
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Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Receive
1% Cash Refund For Your

WE NEVER CLOSE

Favorite Church Or Charity.

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
BELAIR SHOPPING CENTEll

Ready To Go

A STOREY FOOD GIANT FIRST! !
Yes, /Ws.liousewife, we are pJaèfIfMurray with SEE THROUGH CLEAR PLASTIC
MEAT TRAYS. You can now turn your meat package over and see what it looks like on the BOTTOM
as well as the TOP. This is just another convience
which Storey's offers you at no extra charge, of
course. We specialize in fine meats, and you can
see them too
inn

RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES

ulevard,
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Arson Case Probed;
Woman Found Injured

WEDNESDAY — JULY itt 196fi

Newmans Believe in Selves. Separately

By ARMY WHEW
Central Press Association
and the person was more than
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD -- The Paul
sit feet tall.
„He was dressed in a black Newmans are at it again—
dress which covered all of his working together. But they are
not, like another famous acting
clothes, and he had a stocking
couple, firm believers in the
over his face, she said. Mrs. saying,
"The family that plays
Thompson said she thought she together, stays
together." They
heard a noise in the attic before are, Newman and his
wife
- Joanne Woodward, that is, dishe appeared.
tinct
believers
in
the individual
She started to run, and tot
—including themselves.
maa grabbed her arm and told
We can safely say they have
her he had locked all of the to give the performance of their
doors, she said. He picked up the lives to be convincing in "Hall
of Mirrors." Their roles are the
can of charcoal lighter and be- toughest
they've yet
gan to drag her around the house by our score. When played—
we asked
with him as he sprayed the Paul who had the meatier,
more
fluid around, she said.
demonstrative part in the film,
He talked as he went through he had tc admit, "I'd say they
the house, according to Mrs. are equal."
However, we'd say Joanne has
Thompson's story, saying, "I
an edge—she has a death scene.
didn't do the job Friday night, And a lulu!
There were
so IT have to finish it tonight." who wanted Joanne to some
change
Later he said, "The only way to the deadly finale but she wouldget even with Paul is to kill his n't hear of it. And for good
wife," according to Mrs. Thomp- reason. Another Oscar nomination coming up?
son.
• • •
She repeatedly attempted to
ONE REASON Newman will
tell the man she was not "Paul's
be called on to give a super;
wife," Mrs. Thompson said. She
convincing performance is the
lost consciousness and did not fact he plays
a disc jockey
know how she got out of the working for a
super-conservahouse, what happened to the tivo radio station.
Very different—and very difficult—roles here are
THIS IS MR VIEW from the Apollo 11's Lunar Module at 50,000 feet and 110 miles from
man, or how the fire started, she
Newman, you may recall, was
played by Joanna (Woodward) and Paul Newman.
the Moon. The broken line locates Landing Site No. 2 in the Sea of Tranquility, The photo
said
front-covered on national magShe's scared, he's drunk - in this film scone.
was made from the Apollo 10 mission.
azines last year when he camThe Thompsons bought the paigned for liberal Democrat room always. How does
he work in Newrnan's next film,
house from Paul Steele last fall. Eugene McCarthy for the Dem- keep his shape? Exercise, "Sometimes
a Great Nation,"
New York and Kennedy's murder Steel now lives across
the street ocrats' presidential candidacy. plenty of'it, and a steam room Joanne answered, "HE says the
contributed to the tumult of Chic- from the Thompsons.
He now continues to work for session each day. He also has part isn't big enough. But I
ago, And that turbulence led the
Steel told authorities he has causeL which are decried by the youngsters who run the weight think any role in a picture he
convention to agree that some co- no enemies and knows of no one role he plays in the movie.
off him.
directs is big enough. He's the
nvention reforms were in order. who would want "to get even
Newman wants it clearly
Paul doesn't know if Joanne best director in the business.
understood that the film is NOT will be in his next film (Stuart AND actor!"
Drafting the proposed reforms with him."
• • •
has been assigned by Democratic
Neighbors discovered the fire a political message movie de- Rosenberg is directing them in
National Chairman Fred R.Harr- In the house, which was de- spite the above facts. It's a film "Hall of Mirrors"). "She says
ALTHOUGH they don't plan
about people, he maintains— the part isn't big enough," he'—tcr-workpminstvety -with each
is to a commission headed by the stroyed.
"Good and bad ones."
laughed.
other, Newman is plotting his
quiet South Dakotan, Sen. George
• • •
The 'Very hip, multi-talented,
next year in the East—despite
Mrs.- Thompson was found in
S. McGovern, a late contender for
Oscar
-winning
WHAT about Newman direct- the fact they also have a home
Joanne plays a
the presidential nomination won the field when someone heard loser in the film.
RAYMOND LAHR
She has a ing himself? "Maybe," he In Beverly Hills. The reason: so
By RICK DU BROW
her talking. She was saying scar
has put NBC in an embarrassby Hubert H. Humphrey.
on her cheek which is ex- thought, "it I give me enough Joanne does NOT have to re"I'm
not
Paul's
wife,"
her
husing position. I am pleased that
The chief assignment of the coplained by the fact she had a time to 'rehearse."
WASHINGTON UPI - Professpeatedly yank the children out
HOLLYWOOD UPI - Our theme NBC has agreed to tarry an
ionals in politics have Srinced for mmission is to put an end to band said. She continued BD knife brawl in a joint in Texas.
While Newman busied him- og schools. This, too, is Hollyfor today, friends, is the chang- anti-smoking announcement at years
whenever they watched am- boss-control of the selection of make the remark on the way to She's supposed to be not too self with phone calls (business wood.
ing times.
bright and definitely not too deals) Joanne was in her room
the conclusion of each week's ateurs barging into election cam- national convention delegates and the hospital, he said.
Paul was not-angered by the
We could. I guess, start with show as long as the show has
Deputy Sheriff Ted Pace was pretty. Joanne Woodward is —next to his, but very much lack
of an Oscar nomination
paigns and other political activit- to insure that the delegates are
anything
but that.
pro basketball. As a national cigarette advertisers. Under the ies.
apart.
chosen by machinery functioning called to the hospital to talk
for directing "Rachel, Rachel"
•
•
•
with Mrs. Thompson after she
attraction, it used to be roughly circumstances I feel obliged to
Joanne was alternately work- as was Joanne--who received a
Some have been alarmed by in the same year as the convenON THE SET, the day we vis- ing on needlework,
arrived in the emergency room
on a par with ladies' badminton. live up to contractual commit- threats
or plunking nomination for acting. She told
to their own power. Oth- tion. The goal is greater rankited, Joanne was sipping a can a guitar, or
there.
Since coast-to-coast television ments."
us emphatically that she would
er's have been sincerely worried and-file participation in the seleor beer—in the script, that is— to classical peacefully listening
music. She wasn't not attend the Academy Awards
exposure, however, it has beChanging times also figure in that the amateurs and semi-pros ction of delegates.
while Paul, recouping from a drinking beer
—she had a jar because of the "slight." He ascome a very hot item on ABC- the controversial theme of a would
Broader participation should
binge, was Bitting on her bed. of dietetic
offend blocs of voters by
candy in the room. sured us she would. As we
TV, and the caliber of players new, upcoming movie by a notamean
a
After
greater
voice
the take, Newman and How does she keep in
for those
careless, off-hand remarks or
shape? know, they did. She explained
has improved enormously.
I adjourned to his dressing She belongs
amateur zealots, who are apt to
ble former television executive acts.
to a ballet class. —"He's the boss."
Now, to give you an idea of and creator, Jules Bricken. His
room—where he poured us a "I'm the oldest
Yet both major parties try to take a shorter view of public issand fattest
Sounds like the Newmans
can of beer. (This was not in member in
the sport's popularity, the com- film, "Explosion," made in Can- channel
the class," she have a unique formula for perthe energy of athletes ues and the party image than the
the
scene.)
peting NBC-TV network is mak- ada, has a draft dodger as its and
Marri
Paul
ages
has
a
taste f
laughed.
dentists, actors and lawyers professionals.
sona./ end. professional success
beer and keeps a cooler in bbe
Mg no secret of the fact that ft central charade'.
Wrieri aibusit 'WhirtSiefr.she'd lit Iroll*wood.
and representatives of other groIs going all out to get the games
The film industry is beginning ups and professions into useful
Judy Garland is also a five-times Ed Judson, actor Orson Welles,
af the National Basketball Assoc- to swing in Canada, and that's
Valhi or uot, it saves changing
campaign work when elections
bride; Composer David Rose, Prince My Khan, singer Dick
iation away from ABC-TV.
quite a change in itself.
the initials on towels and silverapproach.
No less than three NBC-TV
director Vincente Minnelli, bus- Haymes and producer James Hi- ware.
By VERNON SCOTT
And it was an old pro, Mayor
spokesmen have told me in th
inessman Sid Luft, actor Mark ll. A total of five.
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
Richard J. Daley of Chicago,
past few weeks that the network
Herron, and ,currently discothToday such young ones as Vanwho induced the Democrats to
As for Lana, one can only
Redgrave proudly admit thwants the sport very much.
eque
entreprene
essa
ur
Mickey
DeaHOLLYWOOD UPI - Who'd hatake their convention to his city
wish her good luck with husband
bearSo much for basketball. Next
or
and
with
ns,
living
are
ey
ve thought that nice little Julia
last year for their disastrous
No. 7 and her new video series
is cigarette advertising on teleRita Hayworth is presently un- ing the child of a man to whom
Jean Mildred Frances Turner
performance.
Survivors," which does
"The
vision. Everyone knows the butt
from Wallace, Idaho, would move married. But she caught the ma- they are not married.
Before that convention, an axhave a certain ring to it,
morality.
' business has been under-extreme
new
the
rrying
it
call
bug
They
young
in
life
and
my of amateurs, most of them
to Hollywood and change her na, pressure in recent months in reyoung, had propelled Sen. Eugene
me to Lana Turner Shaw Crane clung to it for more than 20
Ord to video. And an example
J. McCarthy of Minnesota into
Topping Barker May Eaton Dan- years. She made her movie deis the reaction of some perforbut in "Dante's Inferno," the
Rational prominence as a candidte?
mers as well toward having cigaDante
in this case being no reSeven husbands might be the
ate for the Democratic presidenrette advertisers as their spontial nomination.
Hollywood record for top movie lation to Lana's new husband.
sors.
stars. And at only age 48, Lana Rita's Dante was a writer.
McCarthy, the antiwar candiIt used to be that a performer
may be the champ.
date, never was a serious prowould welcome an
fnoney
Total Of Five
spect to win the nomination. His
The former sweater girl of
sponsor, cigarette s inpartisans could blame his defeat
Mickey Rooney movies doesn't
cluded. But now co
Andy
on the bosses, but they ignored MOON Tv CAMERA -This
stick to one type. Artie Shaw, Rita was married to oilman
Williams' protest to N -TV afthusband No. 1, played the clarinet
historical evidence that a party the television camera (black
er learning there would be a
an,: white) astronauts Neil Steve Crane is a restaurateur; Answer Men
does not nominate a candidate to
3igarette advertiser on his early
repudiate the record of an incu- Armstrong and Edwin Al- Bob Tapping was rich; Lea Bar-evening Friday series starting
mbent president from the same , drin will set uri on the Moon
ker an actor; Fred May a busin the fall, opposite CBS-TV's BABY DOCTOR Benjamin
NEW YORK (UP!)
party.
Holding it at Cape Kennedy inessman; Bob Eaton, too, was
Spock
looks
real
pleased
at
Jackie Gleason.
Five
top athletes representing
The McCarthy candidacy and
is Westinghouse camera pro- in business.
Says Williams: "I took my Martha's Vineyard, Mass.,
golf, tennis, baseball, football
that
of
chief
Sen.
gram
Robert
Stanley
Labar.
F.
Kennedy of
iosition against cigarette adver- over the U.S. Court of Apand basketball are personally
Lana's Latest
tising without knowing that NBC peals ruling in Boston reautographing answers to fans
versing
th
.
W
anti-draft
conDON 'T MISS YOUK PAPER
had already sold timeon my show
who request sports information.
Lana's
latest
fs
night
club
to a tobacco advertiser. This spiracy conviction against
The athletes are Doug Ford
hypnotist
CHECK
YOUR
SUBSCRI
DATE
Ronald
Dante.
PTION
him and three co-defendants.
Somewhere along the line ther for golf, Tucker Frederickson of
was a boyfriend named Johnny the New York,‘Giants for footStompanato, but he suffered from ball, Nancy Ricite,‘ for tennis,
Jerry Koosman of the New York
an early demise.
'lake Liz Taylor. She's only Meta for baseball, and Cazzie
been married five times - to the Russell of the New York Knicklate Nicky Hilton, actor Michael erbockers for basketball. Fans
Wilding, producer Mike Todd, should address queries on these
.rts to: Sports Forum, P. 0
singer Eddie Fisher and, curr:Ix 1212, -New York, N. Y
ently, actor Richard Burton,
But Liz is a lass in her 30s. 10022.
. An apparent case ot arum is
being investigated by the McCracken County sheriff's departmen at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Thompson near
Ragland.
...Ars. Vickie Thompson, 22,
was taken to Western Baptist
Hospital about 9 p.m. Sunday
suffering from apparent shock,
bruises and scratches after she
was found unconscious in a tobacco field behind her burning
home, according to sheriff's reports.
She told authorities a man
entered the Thompson home,
threw charcoal lighter fluid
around the house and said he
intended to burn it down.
The Thompsons told the authorities this story:
There was a small fire at the
home Friday which was extinguished without serious damage.
Thompson said the fire appeared "peculiar."
On Sunday, about 7:30 p.m.,
Thompson took their son to the
grocery store with him, leaving
Mrs. Thompson at home alone.
A person appeared "out of nowhere", Mrs. Thompson said.
She said she could not definitely
Identify the person as to sex or
color, but said the voice sounded like that of a mature male
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COME TO THE

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR
No"

Wednesday

JULY 16
7:30 P.M. BATTLE OF THE BANDS

Live below your means.

If you'd like to get around the high cost of hy•
ing, we hove o suggestion:
Cut down on the high cost of gettina around.
And buy a Volkswagen. It's only $1.933.8
1.
That's around $1200 less than the overoge
amount paid fore new car today. (leave it in the
book. More's coming.)
A VW saves you hundreds of dollars on upkeep
over the years.
It takes pints, not quarts, of oil.
Not one iota of antifreeze.
And it gets about 27 miles to the gallon. The
overage car (thirsty dekil that it
only gets 14.
So the more you drive, the more you save.
And chances ore, you'll drive it for years and
years. (Since we never change the style, a VW
never goes out of style.)
Of course, o VW's not much tO look at. So o
lot Of people buy o big flashy car just to save face
try putting that in the bank.

Thutsday

N4M

JULY 17 7:30 P.M
DEL REEVES, WENDY DAWN,
OSBORNE BROTHERS

To Be Given Away Wednesday
'69 Chevy 11 Purchased From
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Murray
WENDY`DAWN
RCA Victor
Recording Star
DEL REEVES
Star Extraordinary

To Be Given Away Saturday,
'69 Javelin Purchased From
Cain & Treas, Murray
TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM .
LOCAL MERCHANTS

Fun For'
' The
Entire
Family

Service & Sles Department Open Iii 9 p.m.
Friday Nights.
NEW TEACHER--Tommy Barrow, left, a native of Puryear,
has recently been hired as vocational agriculture teacher at
Holladay High School He is shown with Kenneth K. Mitchell,
state supervisor of vocational apiculture, looking over the
prorate of adtrities for Holladay High School.

Air Conditiitniat Availabio
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

OPEN 7
James Arthur Smith, 20, 2831
'tenter St., was held to the action
Of the McCracken County grand
jury on a charge of rape followling an examining trial Monday
night in Paducah City Court.
Smith is charged in connection
with the rape of a 15-year-old
Livinpton County girl on the
night of June 30.
He was transferred to the McCracken County jail where he is
being held in lieu of $10,000
bond.
The only witness called Monday night, the girl identified
Smith as one of three boys involved in the assault.
Two juveniles also have been
charged in connection with the
Incident. Billy Mash, 14, and
Carl Burns, 16, face a total of
four charges, two counts a
armed robbery, two counts of unlawful arrest and imprisonment,,
one count of carnal knowledge ol
a female over 12, and one count
of taking and operating a motor
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DAY S A WEEK

vehicle without the consent of
the owner.
Both Mash and Burns art
scheduled to appear in Mi.•
Cracken County Court Wednesday.
In nearly an hour of testimony,
the girl described how she and
her 17-year-old boyfriend had
been abducted from a Paducah
drive-in by two youths and then
driven to an area outside the
city limits known as the Ducks
Nest, where the two criminally
assaulted her.
After the first assaults, the
girl testified, the two assailants
then returned to a house in
town where they were joined by
a third boy.
Asked by City Prosecutor Mike
Livingston if the defendant was
the third boy, the girl said he
was.
The girl was then taken back
to an area just past ,the flood.
wall, she said, where she vile
assaulted by the defendant.

MIDNITE
We Reserve the Right to Limit
T W

Hickman Man Charged
In Shooting Death
- --HICKMAN. Ky., July 14—Hubert Burkes, 32-year-old Hickman resident, was formally
charged with murder today in
a hearing before County Judge

Of the kaymonu flume, aDOUt
three miles south of Hickman,
according to Fulton County
Sheriff James (Buck) Menees.

John E. truce.
Burkes was ordered bound
over to the gradd jury under
$5,000 bond in the fatal shooting
of Clarence Raymond, 29, last
Saturday morning. He is being
ield in the Fulton county jail
here.
The shootigg occured about 3
a.m. Saturday in the front yard

Raymond bled to death after
being shot in the chest with a
small caliber bullet, the sheriff
said. He was pronounced dead
at the Obion County General
Hospital in Union City, Tenn
where he was taken by relative!
Burkes turned himself in to th
sheriff at the jail about an hou.
after the shooting occured.

SOUTHERN BELLE
Tender Smoked- Shank
Butt
Portion 69c LB.

CHICKEN PARTS

PortionLb.
BONELESS SIRLOIN TIP
LB.
09
ROAST
•
BONELESS
Rump Roast LBS1,09
19C likkED BEEF 39C

BREAST
LB. 59c
THIGHS
LB. 59c
LEGS
LB. 58c
WINGS
LB. 29c
BACKS & NECKS
LB. 10c
FRESH
FRESH
LIVER LB. 89c ..GIZZARD LB. 39c
DIXIE BELLE

CIIARM22OZ.

Bottle

BOND'S KOSHER DILL

39C
a it

RACKERS

Lb Box

LB.
OR PORK

CENTER SLICED

AUK CHUNK

PICKLES
99t1
itSC ALMON
GOC 11AM
MORIN :t-idR:L$1.98
39d
„„
VINEGAR. 49t SNOWDRIFT ArliSt SIRLOIN LB.$1.09
Tall Can

For Frying

OT. JAR

LB.

BENTON CCUNTRY

ACRAMENTO JUICE

OLD FASHIONED LARGE

Can

MOON GUIDE An array of huge, dish -shaped antennas on
the decks of three strategically stationed electronic
vessels
are helping guide the Apollo 11 astronauts on their
flight to
the Moon. Shown is the USNS Vanguard. The other
two
seagoing. links are the Redstone and Mercury.

CANNING

All Vegetable Shortening

GAL

1K ADAM FROZEN
Orange Juice 2tA39
AWAY
28oz.
THROW
COKE
2/49
303
PEAL. 6 C4 95e ONIONS
ARGO

YELLOW

Lopes:
SEARCH FOE HIDDEN GUN--Three heavily-armed U.S. soldiers
search a house near Duc Pho for a recoilless rifle that has
been shelling
Pho base camp regularly for weeks. South
Vietnamese women and children squat as soldiers march in

1

49c
OXYDOL'or BOLD
With Coupon & $5.00 Add. pur.
Cigarettes & Dairy Products
Exc.
Void After July 22nd

50 Trading Stamps 50
With Coupon & Purchase
of 22 01. Liquid Chiffon.
22 Oz. Bottle
43c

STAMPS

•

39tBOTnEs
3 29c
DOZ.

LBS.

3

FOR S1

50
WITH $5.00 ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE
VOID AFTER JULY 22nd

•
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Overproduction
(Continued From Page One)
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Harry Leech Rites
Scheduled Thursday

WEDNESDAY — JULY 18. 11)0

MURRAY, KIINTUCKT

•

Hospital Report

Hospi

Funeral IMPACOS for Berry NURSERY 2
(2) Where cia they go? Answers
The funeral for Raymond Cauto these queestions are not al- Leech of Murray Route Two, JULY 15,
of Kirksey Route Two has
sey
1969
North Hills Subdivieion, will
ways pleasant.
been scheduled for Thursday at
A very email percentage of be held Thursday at ten a. M.
one p.m. at the Locust Grove
ADMISSIONS
baby animals come from con- M. the chapel of the BlalockChurch
of the Nazarene with
scientious breeders of sound, Coleman Funeral Home with
Miss Tammy Latimer, Rte. 1, Rev. Robert Robinson officiathealthy pet and show stock. A Rev. Elbert Johns officiating.
Burial will be en the South Murray; Mrs. Bessie Marie Par- ing.
lirger percentage of animals
Soria' will be ill the Wofford
comes from pet owners who oc- Pleasant Grove Cemetery weth ker, Rte. 2, Murray; Miss C
Stewart County,
tine the Bla- Ulla Boggess, Box 41, Hardin, Cemetery in
casionally have a litter of pure- the arrangemenihe
Tenn., with the arrangements
bred babies to cover the ex- lock-Coleman
nal Home Miss Linda Sholar, Rte. 1, Murray, Charles F. Hinds, 809 So. by the Max H. Churchill Funerpenses of owning a pet. But the where friends
y
al Home where friends may call.
mil- - Leech, age 85, died Monday 18th , Murray; Mrs. Pearl N
greatest number of the
Causey, age 56, died Tuesday
lion babies born each year com- He is survived by his wife, ey, 505 So, 16th, Murray; Mrs.
the Murray-Calloway County
at
Winnie
Burkeen,
Mrs.
Rte.
Frances
1,
Dexter;
their
allow
who
Leech;
owners
from
es
stepfather
Hospital.
He is survived by his
Mrs.
Lydia
and
mother, Mr. and Mrs. ClarPhillips, Rte.6, Murunaltered pets to roam, to mate,
Mrs. Lottie Dunaway Cauand to reproduce at random ence Cunningham; two stepsons, ray; Ones le Smith, 7ll Payne wife,
sey; two daughters, Mrs. Jake
These latter babies are truly Frank and Anthony Palkoaka; St., Murray; Mrs. Cozy
Hayes and Mrs. Max Wimberly;
two
half
rich,
brothers,
313
No. 5th, Murray:
Howard and
the "unwanted" ones, as can
one son, John D. Causey; four
be seen from the number of Joe William Leech.
grandchildren.
ads for "free" pets.
DISMISSALS

ADULTS 95
NURSERY
JULY 13, ;

Mrs. I
Detail; Mr.
Rte. 3, Par
bara Sexton,
ray; Miss
Mrs. Ameli
1-F, Mayftel
Is, 1415 P
11cGown,
Louisville,
mer, 468 I.
ray; MastWoodway P
Mrs. Lag t
Farmington;
es, Rte. 4,
Hofftnan, 1.
ray:

85

Homes are nearly always
waiting for puppies and kittens
of registered and purebred
breedings. Because owning these
(Continued From Page One)
animals involves a certain amount of cash outlay, their guerrilla attempt to capture a
health and welfare are gener- capital for the provisional re
HON.COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE — me R. Hoover
ally of utmost concern to the velutionary government.
heed of the Graves Co. Extension Service office in Mayfield, has
One of the four B52 flights
breeder or new owner. On die
received the distinct honor of being named Honorary
other hand, the "give away" ba- ordered into action on nightCommissioner of Agriculture in the state. Hoover's award came
bies do not fare so well. If one time raids unloaded 90 tons of
as the result of his 35 years of outstanding service in the
or a litter, dies, who cares? bombs on suspected guerrilla
Extension Service field. He his more tenure in any one county
"We didn't want them, any- ,
:amps in Tay Ninh Province in
than any other Extension Service agent in the Commonwealth of
way," you may hear someone an attempt to break up the
Kentucky. Hoover is pictured with his award,recently presented
say.
expected offensive before it
by J. Robert Miller, Commissioner of Agriculture of Kentucky
gets started, military spokesphoto by Watt Apperson
The "give away" babies are men said.
not wormed! they are rarely
U.S. Command officials said
given immunizations against Allied troops had not scaled
disease — contrary to state down offensive operations delaws on rabies control and hu- spite the arrival of Gen. Earle
(Continued From Page Urn)
mane laws on animal welfare; G. Wheeler, chairman of
(Continued From Page One)
the
they
are not "worth" anything Joint Chiefs of Staff, to deterreckintoxicated, amended to
and generally receive less care mine if conditions were
ripe
less driving, fined $100.00 costs on the plaque as Executive than the animals for
which mo- for de-escalating.
Vice-president.
*4.50.
ney
These
is paid.
are also the
Secretary of Defense Melvin
D. H. Maxberry, driving while
animals that comprize the great- IR. Laird announced
intoxicated, amended to reck- A group of 'theatrical people
Wheeler's
est number of highway death 'trip in Washington
Tuesday in
less driving, fined $100.00 costs were trying to help a former
statistics.
They
animals
are
the
star who had been persistently
reporting that he thought the
$4.50.
that make laboratory buying a United States has "turned
K. D. Wynn, illegal possession unlucky. Knowing that he was
the
profitable business. These are corner" toward peace in
Vietof alcoholic beverages, fined too proud to accept money as a
the
animals
that
grow
up
and,
gift, they rigged up a bogus
nam. He did not elaborate.
$15.00 costs $4.50.
in turn, reproduce more unWheeler also will investigate
L. D. Workman, driving while raffle. They told him that they
intoxicated, amended to reck- would all draw slips from a wanted babies. Just think, an the readiness of South Vietnaunspayed dog producing two mese troops to take
over shoule
less driving, fined $109.00 costs hat, and that the person who
litters per year can given birth President Nixon
ew
the
number
4
would
get
decide to an$4.50.
to as many as 50 to 150 babies nounce the
withdrawal of more
J. G. Erickson, speeding, fin- $500. To make sure that the old
actor would win, they wrote 4 or more before she expires American troops. Laird said the
ed $10.00 costs $4.50.
from
age.
An
unspayed
cat is ,President would
N. H. Waldrop, reckless driv- on every slip. After the drawhave a decising, the conspirators glanced ble to bear three litters per lion on the matter by Aug. 15.
ing, fined-8115.00 costs $4.50.
ear
and
may
produce
75
to
Carl Ray, public drunkenness, at their slips, crumpled them "-ii
or more babies before she
given fifteen days in city jail. up, and waited for their friend •
ies
from exhaustion.
to
announce
he
.had
lucky
the
George Weaks, public drunlenness, fined $15.00 casts $4- number. But the old fellow nevAnimal over-production has,'LIFTOFF I • •
er opened his mouth. Finally, for Murray and other cities and
50.
J. W. Wilson, public drunken- unable to bear the suspense, towns, brought about the neces- (t.orttlnuod From Page OM)
ness, given fifteen days in city they asked him what number he sity of leash laws, dog ordinhad drawn from the hat.
jail.
ances, and mass euthanasia (hu- 3,500-pound push of Eagle's lone
Jerry Sullivan, public drun- "Six and seven-eighte" he mane destruction). What are ascent engine and fly to a renkenness, filled $15.00 costs $4.- answered glumly.
you doing to solve this pro- dezvous with Collins and the
SO.
Mean? Or are you on the other mothership "Columbia" in luaDavid Thorpe. public drun- "Gee, Doc, ten bucks for pull- side of the fence, allowing more ar orbit.
kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.- ing a tooth is a lot of money. and more unwanted animals to
The three pilots ire schedulIt's just two seconds work."
50.
come into a world of painful ed to blast out of the moon's
Dentist:
"Well, if you wt, I and
F. L. Hendon, speeding, fined
frightening
existence! gravitational grasp shortly afcan pull it slowly."
$10.00 costs $4.50.
Think about this, won't you? ter midnight July 22 and return
T. J. Morris, driving on rehere ARE methods of popuia- to a Pacific Ocean splashdown
voked license, fined $15.00 costs
ion control for animals that at 12:51 p.m. July 24. Presi$4.50.
can be agreeable to all of us.
dent Nixon will be aboard the
W. R. Futrell, speeding, finrecovery ship to greet them, but
ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
the moon pilots will have to
P. R. Turner, reckless drivwait out a three-week quaranVOLUNTEERS ESCAPE
Final rites for Thomas Bond
ing, fined $20.00 costs $4.50.
tine period before receiving the
Lax
of
Puryear,
Tenn.,
Route
A. L. Dimond, speeding, fined
world's acclaim.
One were held today at three
$10.00 costs $4.50.
Armstrong
before
litinch
SCOTT, Ark. UPI - Leonard
S. E. Bergmann, speeding, fin- p.m. at the Mt. Pleasant United
gave his mission about an 80
Methodist
Church
Magcty,
20,
with
and
John
David
MorRev.
Joe
ed $10.03 costs $4.50
per cent chance of total sucR. J. Kirks, driving without Wheatley and Rev. A. M. Tho- ris, 26, escaped from Tucker cess — meaning a landing on
mas
officiating.
Prison Farm Wednesday after the moon and
operator's license, fined $15.60
a return to earth
Pallbearers were R. M. Vance, -volunteering to help police find
costs $4.50.
He said the chances the pilots
Palmer
Culpepper,
J.
L
Culan escaped prisoner.
J. S. Cathy, disregarding stop
would come back safely
pepper, Bob Dunn, and J. C.
Tbey look off in an unmarked "far greater than that." were
sign, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
Dunn Burial was in the Mt. police car and with two guns
But the mission was the riskPleasant Cemetery with the ar- and a rifle taken from prison
NUTS AND BOLTS
iest yet attempted by the Unitrangements by the Miller Fun- security officers.
ed States and the flight comeral Home of Hazel.
Police explained they were
Mr. Lax, age 61, passed away among the "more progreitslve" mander said fear was not an
ELIZABETH, N. J. UPI - Mrs.,
Manday at his home. Survivors Inmates, but
one spokesman add- liii colleagues.
John Callahan filed suit against
include his wife. Mrs. Juanita ed, "I guess
you could consider
a salted nut company and a local Dunn
Lax; three daughters, Mrs. them armed
and dangerous."
store, Wednesday charging she Regina
Cornley, Mrs. Carolyn
Injured her tee
teeth while munching Allbritten, and
Miss Peggy Lax;
peanuts last summer. She said one sister,
Miss Clara Lax; four
* * *
It's a case of nuts and bolts. grandchildren.
Mrs. Callahan told Superior
Chicago has hosted 24 nationCourt that instead of pulling a
al political conventions since the Federal State Market News
nut from the package, she started chewing on a metal stove of Turquoise is the state gem Republican National Conven- Service 7-16-69 Kentucky PurNew Mexico.
tion in 1860.
bolt which was in the tag.
chase Area Hog Market Report
Includes 10 Buying Stations.
Receipts 1174 Head, Barrows
and Gaits Steady to 25 cents
Higher; Sows, Steady to 25
cents Higher.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $25.75-26.25,
Few 1-2 $26.50;
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $2525-25 75:
US 2-4 230-260 lbs $24.75-25.!5
US 3-4 250-280 lbs $2.4..25-24.75
SOWS:
US 1-2 2'70-300 lbs $21.00-21 75
US 1-3 300-560 lbs $2l.00-2125,
US 2-3 450-650 lbs $19.75-2025

U.S. Convoy

Several Persons

Mrs. Lagenia Miller, Rte. 1,
"BRAVIO" ON SPREE
Farmington, Luidsy E. Roberts,
WINS SILVER STAR —Capt.Edward Moreland, son of Mr. and
Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Lomana
Mrs. Howard Moreland, Star Route, is pictured receiving the U.
Beals, 1415 Poplar, Murray; OrS. Army Silver Star Metal for heroism in action in Vietnam. The
BERKELEY, Calif. UPI - "Br- Cuba High School and Murray State University graduate is the
tin D. Cuthrie, 1610 Magnolia
Dr., Murray; Mrs. LaverdaJohn- evil's" bravado still has the
husband of Mrs. Betty Moreland of Murray.
son, 304 Pine St., Murray; Audry neighbors talking after he terrHill, Rte. I, Almo; Mrs. Juanita orized four persons, ate six pet
chased, Jim, his sister, his motNOW YOU KNOW
Pritchett, Rte. 1, Dexter; Mrs. goldfish, and killed a two-monthher, and a maid into the house,
Margaret Coots &
by Girl, old kitten Wednesday.
and attacked the pets.
by United Press International
Bravio is a hunt* hawk who
Zimmerman Apts., Number 8,
Jim
kitchen,
Locked
the
in
The plant fraxinella, referred
Murray; Hermon Barber, Rte. escaped from his master and
phoned a local patrolman who to as the "burning bush" emits
6, Murray; Mrs, Maud Todd, turned up at the hotne of Saul
and Bravio a vapor which becomes inflamBelilove. When Jim Belilove, 18, has handled hawks,
Rte, 1, Lynn Grove:
minutes. able on hot nights.
back
was
20
home
in
tried to ohotoeraoh him Bravio

w`r-1!""r
it:'
APPLE

emotion unknown to him and
Purchase Area
Hog Market

THe GREATEST
New YORK UPI . when men
Chava Levy, 19-year-old Miss
Israel, was asked on a form
who she thought the greatest
man in the world was, the Miss
Universe contestant wrote:
"Golda Heir." Mrs. Meir is
the prime minister of Israel,
•

nit QUEEN AND HER COURT — Pictured is the; 1969 Murray-Calloway County fair
quoins, Cind, Alexander being crowned by the 1968 Queen, Debbie Edmonds. At the teft le
SOCOMI Maid, Gail Starks, daughter of Mrs. Clotothi• Starks, and on the right le Jeanie
Darter, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nil Seeker.
(Photo by 'Tubbs)

FOR SA[
MI OLDS F-5
Station Wagon
1511 Johnson Blvd.
Nice Second Car
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3'Iv 87°

300 ean

-

- -

Blackeyer Peas- - - 2 tr"

Boneless -

eg-All - #

- - Lean Round Bone

,,,,. —

TAnder

303 can

. 89c

Carrots - - - 2 330 SWISS STEAK

PeaS &

Fresh Lean

,-......,.._

GROUND BEEF
ilhwitely's
tpIjimp TOMATO CATSUP Lean
qa4iuta%
27°
BEEF SHORT RIBS
PdP:Ola

3 t Bur
r

29c

lb. 89v

1stzt. 49c
CHUCK_ROAST .

SHOULDER
,
Bush's
83c
Ono' ROAST
Sweet Potatoes - - - N6'21
— LY1-

59c

6

20-oz.

6

sit,41nr4.4;

• 63'
hi

89'

18-oz.

.111# it' VEGETABLES°KRA

/ -

.,

I

Flavor-Kist Choc. Ohio or
Sutter

BACON

••

Kraft

Skinless

WIENERS

lift•CILIS,

illt,akii

,.
,,,2,.._ ,0-oz.

fulgers $129
wIS

„

Mrs.
Almo; Acr
Terrace,
Sheridan,
Jennie Sco ,
James Gr.
Mrs, Ruth
Murray;
1100 Glenn.
Winchest Beulah Br
Murray;
Rte, 1,
Page, 1312
Henry Bur ,
Meela Fi
ray; Toy
South 12th,
Barker, St.
abeth,

59c

KANS
The
changed f
not the
league's
Hank S.
coaching
Texans in
as head
moved to
Sid Gilrn
of the Ch
played in
Los Angel
1961 mov .

89c

Br.

Nabisco

..

.
..

FRUITS

eIrlis

24g

Old Fashioned
LONGHORN CHEESE

CHEESE'N CRACKERS •.......1,
:.3. evey,
for
Perfect
Lunohes, etc.
••
iL
,-,3 pkgs. 29°
FRESH
Aipo Trio
BOG FOOD
2 45"

6

Spv.) 450

°.49° OREO COOKIES

COOKIES _

3,

Coa

1 4.......
A."-f..4a1i-1 1/4 -PORK LOIN
KRAUT
Bush's _ _ 2, i can 3 er:311° 0....9 Sliced, Derined
Kraft
SMOKED JOWL
PEACH PRESERVES
.
Slab
GREEN BEANS
CUCUMBERS
411t
::::
ri Itib
TOMATOES
Ie.: GARDEN
CORN
#
e41,1117/1
1 ,FRESH

_

Mrs. Fl.
Dexter; E.
South 12th,
Stubblefiel
ray; Mrs.
Pure,
Smith, ill
Lerulis W'
rray; Lexi ten; John

39'

Sliced for Chops

*

ADULTS It
NEWBORN
JULY 12, 1.

* *

MEATS

Center Cut - lb. 63t —

rMUSkti405 °mg.
sAPPic;AV, PEACHES

Rites Held Today
For T. Bond Lax

•

Mrs. P
213 No. 13th
McKinney,
Florence :ray; Bueton
lane Dr.,
412 So. 17..
Grooms, 41.
Mrs. Norma
Rte. 1, Murr

1SWANNS .MARKET

ISEEN & HEARD . ..

.111'

Raymond Causey
Funeral, Thursday

-.

,.7

PEACHES
CANTALOUPES
GREEN APPLES
Reg.
Price

Big Roll
BOUNTY TOWELS '
3
4#
2 ROLLS 69°
NOW
2 ':'
SHELL'S NO PEST STRIP
$1.98

Canning and Freezing Supplies

.%lSS 0
AmerieR"
Kathy :

Hospital Report

16. 1 1)C9

TISE LEDGER

PAG1

ADULTS 95
NURSERY 3
JULY 13, 1969

&

TIMES

—

WEDNESDAY-- JULY 16 1960

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

MKT
PARKER'S SUPER
to
Located
Conveniently
Shopping
Downtown
Bank
NextLots ofto FreeBranchParking

•";•

••••..

ADMISSIONS

- •
.r

•
•.

and

Nu.

1

. The
is the

,W

prnational
, referred
sh" emits
!s inflam•

Mrs. Ovilee Moore, Rte. 7,
Benton; Mrs. Margie Caldwell,
Rte. 3, Paris, Tenn.; Hiss Barbara Sexton, 103 No. 12th St., Murray; Miss Gail Elkins, Dexter;
Mrs. Amelia Ford, Rte. 1 Box
1-F, Mayfield; Mrs. Lemma Beals, 1415 Poplar, Benton, Paul
McGown, 7911 Red Cedar Way,
Louisville; Mrs. Ardis Blackmer, 468 Hart Hall MSU, Murray; Master Jeff Conner, 4815
Woodway Place ,Charlotte, NS.;
Mrs. Lagenia Miller, Rte. 1,
Farmington; Mrs. Beulah Hughes, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Lillian
Hoffman, 1641 Miller Ave., Murray

Mrs. Pam Tipton L. Baby Boy,
213 No. 13th St., Murray; Willard
McKinney, Rte. 1, Tolu; Mrs.
Florence Balentine, Rte. 3, Murray; Bueton Lassiter, 1003 Fairlane Dr., Murray; George Brand,
412 So. 17th St., Mayfield; Toy
Grooms, 410 So.10th St.,Murray;
Mrs. Norma Copeland(Expired),
Rte. 1, Murray:

ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Flossie Henry, Rte. 1,
Dexter; Edward Chadwick, 113
South 12th, Murray; Mrs. Jennye
Stubblefield, 702 Poplar, Murray; Mrs. Connie Paschall, Rte.
3, Puryear, Tennessee, Rudy
Smith, lll North 12th, Murray;
Lenais Ward, 214 Woodlawn, Murray; Lexie Groves, Rte. 8, Benton; John Mardis. Dexter:
DISMISSALS

89,

59c

Mrs. Beedie C1endenon,tRte.1,
Almo; Acre Miller, 1663 College
Terrace, Murray; Mrs. Alice
Sheridan, 515 South 4th, Murray;
Jennie Scott, Rte. 1, Farmington;
James Grover, Rte. 4, Murray;
Mrs. Ruth Cunningham, Rte. 5,
Murray; Master Michael Cooper,
1100 Glendale, Murray; Leonard
Winchester, 1616 Ryan, Murray;
Beulah Broach, 504 South 16th,
Murray; Mrs. Verne Howard,
Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. Mamie
Page, 1312 SycamoreSt., Murray;
Henry Burton, Box 144, Lynville;
Meals Fitts, 812 North 20th, Murray; Toy Bolen, (Expired) 108
South 12th, Murray; Mrs. Treva
Barker, St. Joseph Church, Elizabeth, 111.

39c
Coaching Longevity

63'

I.

CLOSED SUNDAYS SO THAT
/ OUR EMPLOYEES MAY
ATTEND CHURCH

IIF YOU MATCH THE QUALITY,
SERVE THESE"EAsyfto 01 U CAN'T BEAT THE PRICE!

DISMISSALS

ADULTS 105
NEWBORN 5
JULY 12, 1969

49'

111

• • •

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI)The
fran&ises may
have
changed for two AFL cities but
not the coaches since the
league's formation in 1960.
Hank Stram began his AFL
coaching career with the Dallas
Texans in 1960 and remained
as head mentor when the team
moved to Kansas City in 1963.
Sid Gilman has been head coach
of the Chargers both when they
played in the 1960 season in
Los Angeles and ever since their
1961 move to San Dego.
ace

MENU SUGGEST'•NS °

LET DAD SERVE A THRILL FROM THE GRILL!

COOK OUT SPECIALS

Center Cuts
l
b
.
79t
CHOPS

Poi*
Smoked.Whole
DRY I HAMS
Reelfoot Old
Ground Beef

8 to lb.

GRAPE7iirift JUICE
NTRY FRESH
Large 46-oz. can
pP
3 89° /

End Cuts

FO

Yellow Solid

MARGARINE

L8.

319
4

Sunkist Juicy

LEMONS

1 doz. in bag

CORN

Fashion

gg°

Gerber Strained

BABY FOOD
7°

up
qti° and

39°
250

_

Ripe

DelMonte -

PIMENTO SALAD

29°

3 EARS 19°

INSTANT
NESTEA lIfedATEPAIELONS
100% Tea
GAwliefArilUgePES

Parker's Own
and

lo-oz. pkg.I g°

Fresh Hon1e-Orown Sweet

PATTIES 59'BOLONA .4eL13. 39 t
HAM SALAD

a
P tie
rki

Fancy

I 4-oz. bottle

CATSUP 2

FOR

49c

Jar

8-oz.
cup

49°

Braise Boil or Bake - Beef

Field's No. 1 Sliced

BIG MONEY-SAVERS

SHORT

BACON 691RIBS
There's no limit
to the number of fine
II find here

LEMONADE
ores
liff-yBAAiTO WAFFLES
Frosty
STEAKS

6-oz. can 10°

5-oz.
.
pkg.

I Ir

sqo

Van Camp

Fantastlk

PORK & BEANS

SPRAY CLEANER

ilkrakik

2=5 29°
Giant

with 25t coupon

CAM
ian PIES_ _ _
Fro Acre.
Gii lAS

14-oz. it
- — g1

FO

70!
‘
R M J

F.R 35.,
pkg.

Waage Freestone

Peaches Lrg- * 2%

can

ICE MILK
39C
/
1 2 GAL ALL FLAVORS

ROZEN FOODS
Frosty Acre.

THIS WEEK'S

7 89°
3:

OFF
SEAFOOD
SALAD!

49°

L

iuyilina

COF EE

Nablsoo
CH IPS AHOY
CHOC. CHIP

COOKIES
390

1 lb 11N

390
ENJOY

-

COOL

.V1TH A TA

SAVINGy

Chef's Delight
Morton, Cooking & Canning - 5-lb. bag

CHEESE SPREAD
2-lb. box

69°

MURRAY'S RAWEST
- MOST CONVENIENT
"MISS OHIO" for the "Ms.
America" beauty pageant is
Kathy Baumann, 19. from
Independence.

SUPER MARKET.
Pt

$.4••• ••
•

$ • •••

PA E TEN

TB

111111111AY

III

1.111:10

WEDNESDAY — ICU te. to.

ILENTUCIT

Moonkist Unsweetened

SNOWDRIFT

SAVE RIGHT
HERE!

65'

3 Lb.

Field Picinic

Folgers

COFFEE

65c•

I Lb.

lite
PR

GRAPEFRUIT
MICE

don't go to the moon...

G111111110

460z.3/98c
49C CHEESE
a

HAMS BEEF
49c
HAMS SZ•I9
PO
RK
,
L
o
c
HO
i
PS
6
69
c
_BEANS
BACON
Lb.

2 b

Ailii6
C
A RA

PLATES 1000190
DILL CHIPS Qt 330 ENGLISH PEAS

S IN

Lb.

Teenie Weenie

Hoosier

300 Can

Osage

Sliced Or Halved

PEACHES

3 89c

2 1/2 Can

39c CORN"Oz
ASPARAMIS CARNATION MILK TIDE
27c 2/35 $1.15
CORNKencilAKES18.z

.23c

Pride Of Illinois

PIMENTOS

Washing Powder

01 Can

4 Oz.

King Size

130z.

Martha

White

Fudge

BROWNIE

PRODUCE

Small

tinc 2/490 EGGS
SALAD
DRESSING LETte TUCE
GRA
PES
390
160z.

Ito d

f° Lb. 390

8R BLEACH
Flavor Kist

Pasco

39c
O
L
E
O
49' 69c 10' 2 29
Bel
2 Roll Pack

••••••

Chicken Ala King, Turkey &Gravy, Beef & Gravy,
Slippy Toe, Creamed -Beef

Gal.

16 Oz.

Delbrook All Vegetable

16 Bags

Lb.

EVENING
tepee need
mission d
investment.
Write Toy
Joh nstow n,

SPAR

DePe
this area
lect from
type ve
experienc
tablish
Car, rale
00 to $4,
necessary.
weekly.
thy
For local
Ory•obolt
P.
Dill.
(Including
$

20 Oz. Loaf

c
39 39 4/s1
1 Lb.

OPEN

Dixie

ICE MILK CRACKERS

39c -

DOG MEAL
(WitH A FREi DOG COLLAR)

Lb

25 Lb.

19

$1.

WANTED:
elderly
wort.
ary. Phone

.$1111

AVON: If
ady income
part-time,
Experience
753-5339 or
L. Brown.
Shady Gro
42064.
EARN $10,
first year
This e
portunity
the right
include a
helping
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money.
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lect anytiva
443-7363.
•

STORE
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individual
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appliances,
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and 8.00
Phone
II

I

1$ •
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.

•
I
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ST. Phone
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don Dill.
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4384679.
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Area. Call
TIME& • 1
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ditioned,
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4887.
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3106.

4.

•
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Sealtest

VAN
ILL
A
RICH-N-CHIPS CREAMS BREAD
4.
14 Oz.

Food Craft

Angler Pink

Colonial

Keebler

12 02.39C

Driscol Sliced

Qt.

PEANUT
*MIES
BUTTER PUREX

33c
2 L b.

Frosty Acres

POTATOES
ge Head

.......•••••--”••••--

FROZEN FOODS iikAedWBERRY
PRES
ERVE
S8Oz 390
ilititicresti FRIES
ORANGE JUICE
PIP
ER
190 STRAWBERRIES looz. 2/29,
TOW
ELS
LEMO
NADE
60z.2
/23t
Lb 290 BANQUET COOK IN A BAG lit
Lb 19C
.19( SALMON
TEA BAGS

1)°z SUM

Salad Bowl

21/2 Lb. Jar

•
5/490

Yellow

,303 Can dle/ liF114

Del Monte

09

Niblet Whole Kernal

9Aq
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No More 'Off-Seaton'
For Miami BeaCh Area

YPIRONWPIE
HELP WANTID

WEDNESDAY -JCLYlt1. 196')

REAL ESTATE POE SALE

REAL ESTATE POE SALE

boom
package plans to fit almost any
By MURRAY .1. BROWN
50,000 Rooms
UPI Travel Editor
budget, ranging from $24.40
There are now more than per person double occupancy
NEW YORK (UPI) -me
motels with for eight days, seven nights at
POE SALO
was when you could stodr off 160 hotels and
more than 50,000 rooms on the a choice of 24 hotels and 10
a cannon on Miami Beach's
A NEW Courier CB radio. Call
10-mile-long by one mile to motels in Miami Beach and
Collins Ave. in midsummer
753-3124 before 5:00 p. in., or without fear of disturbing any- three-mile-wide island linked six days, five nights in Miami
to Miami and the mainland by
can be seen at Thomas Honda
$58.60 per person for a famone except perhaps a stray half-a-dozen causeways, and at
Sales.
ily of four, children under
pelican.
eight.
Most of the luxurious ho- the so-called Greater Miami
14' CHEROKEE fishing boat
down,
shut
motels
and
tels
with 20 HP Johnson motor and
Beach area.
Extra savings ana aividends
trailer. Like new. Phone 435- night clubs, lounges and bars
Glamorous hotels, with night are available to members of
and
-closalso,
were
shuttered
5332.
1-18-P
ed for the summer- signs hung clubs, pools and 2ther ameni- Eastern Travel Club, including
IT'S terrific the way we're sell- in darkened shops, boutiques ties, form an almost solid front free golf and tennis, cruises,
along the golden sandy beach- scuba diving and snorkeling
ing Blue Lustre for cleaning and restaurants.
es on the Atlantic Ocean. Oth- lessons, baby-sitters, cocktail
rugs and upholstery. Rent elecJuly and August used to er glass-and-concrete hostel- parties,
entertainment and distric shampooer $1. Big K.
mean: "There ain't nobody ries line quiet Indian Creek on counts on various tours and
here but us natives." And the other side.
other attractions.
there were few of them.
Transportation Cost
National Airlines'
Not any more - thanks in
The summer vacationer will sive packages range from is
large measure to jet planes and
FOR SALE
air conditioning. The Miami find transportation costs and low as $52 per person double
area Is a prime tourist destina- hotel prices lower than in the occupancy per week at Miami
Used & Reconditioned
tion and swings year-round to- peak Seasons, providing incen- Beach. It also offers one week
tive to those on a tight budget. at top hotels in Miami Beach
day.
The jet plane brought Flor- And there are additional sav- and Nassau for $134 per perida to within only hours flying ings offered in a wide range of son, a combination land-andAlso New
time of the farthest areas of all-inclusive plans offered by sea holiday from $107, and
Caribbean Island hopping
the United States. Air condi- airlines and travel agencies.
Eastern offers a variety of tours from $219.
tioning ensured comfort and
relief even during the hottest
Now Closioard Road
months of the year.
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Pismo 153-3176
Domestic airlines servicing
the Florida area have had to
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with the steady influx of 39-Newest
time
tantalum
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visitors has come a building 41 Pronoun
42-Memorandum
FIVE MONTHS OLD male Eng44.Brimiess cap
lish Shepherd dog. Will make
45-Place
a good pet or work dog. Has
47-Classify
CARD OF THANKS
had all puppy shots. All I want For every kindness shown to 49-Indefinite
amount
Is part of my investment back us during the passing of Mrs. 50.Snare
52-Separate
and good home for this dog. Rudy Smith, we shall be eterPhone 753-7292.
3-18-C nally grateful. Our sincere 54-Steamship
(abbr.)
wonderful 55-Soft food
LARGE USED TENT, 9' x 18'. thanks go to the
57-District in
neighbors and friends who came
Germany
Phone 436-2489.
1-18-P
to help. We wish to thank the 59-Conjunction
Doctors at the Houston-McDevitt 61 -Mohammedan
name
Dr. Hugh 63-Artificial alloy
GENOA, Italy UPI - Debbie Clinic, (especially
Houston) who have been so
of gold
Meyer, a U. S. Olympic swimkind. To those who brought 65-0x of Celebes
ming gold medalist from Sacso
food, to the Rexford Canon's, 67-Ventilate
ramento, Calif. , was awarded flowers, prayers, singers, the 68 Cavil
69
Small
horse
this city's international Sports J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Prize Wednesday, The 17-year- and Brother Alonzo Williams.
DOWN
Id possessor of four world re- We shall not soon forget.
1 Resort
!cords arrives here July 19 to
Mr. Rudy Smith and
2-Barber
receive the honor.
1TC 3-Conjunction
relatives
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BERVKIll OPFERIC"
3-BEDROOM, 1% bath, central BARGAIN for the week, 2-bee- LIGHT HAULING, general reheat and air, carpeted, finish- room brick, carport, central pair and add job work. Phone
ed with real nice fixtures. One heat and air-conditioning with
435-4482.
J-17-P
of the better homes in Murray lot size 130' x 130', one extra
on Belmont Drive.
WILL
DO
bush-hogging,
no
tall
lot low x 130' valued at $2400.00
3-BEDROOM (all upstairs), 1% In Westwood Subdivision. Price weeds. Phone Gene Steeley 733bath, air conditioner and refrig- $18,000.00.
7850
.1-17-P
erator goes with house, real 8-BEDROOM brick, 1618 Part
WANTED TO BUY
roomy home on KeenoLand. lane Drive, wall-to-wall carpet
3-BEDROOM frame, with air- lug, baseboard heat and air-conWANTED: Yeaow ear corn deconditioning, carpeting and til- ditioning, reduced from $21,500 livered to Co-op Store MIL
ed. Located an South 10th St., to $20,500.
$1.50 per bushel. Needed at
and selling for only 810,800.00. 3-BEDROOM brick, 1635 Cata- once. Calloway County
Soil Im2-BEDROOM block on 2 lots, lina Drive, central heat and air- provement
Association. Indusreal beautiful. Located in Pine
car trial Road, Phone 753-2924.
WANTED-Saleslady with ex- Bluff&Shores and priced at 813,- conditioning, wall-to-wall
baths,
tile
ceramic
full
peting,
2
TFC
perience in lathes' ready-to- 500.00.
built-in range and oven, carwear. Age 25 and up. Write
$21,500 to
CARD OF THANKS
P. 0. Box 32-S, Murray, Ky. WE HAVE lots running from port, price reduced
$20,500.
Sub82,000.00
Camelot
on
up
in
We wish to take this opporJ-18-NC
ONE-BEDROOM brick with cen- tunity to express our undying
Division.
EVENING FREE??? No exper- 180' x 105' LOT, with block tral heat and air on Catalina gratitude to all those who have
ience needed to earn 25% com- building, near city water plant. Drive, priced $15,000.00.
been so kind and considerate
mission demonstrating toys. No 100' x 190', with two bedrooms, 2-BEDROOM lake type cottage in our time of serious illness.
In Kenniana Shores, partly fin- We have always known that
investment.
Car
necessary. near Jones Iron Works.
Write Toy Ladies Party Plan; 3-BEDROOM,,, central heat and ished, $6500.00.
Murray was the best place in
Johnstown, Pa. 15902.
air, carpeted, built-ins, located 97 ACRE FARM, 11 miles east the world, and your acts of
of Murray with 3-bedroom kindness and help in our time
H-J-17-P on Keeneland.
WE HAVE LOTS in Pine Bluff frame and a extra basement at need has reenforced that
Shores, running from $700.00 with living quarters, priced $16,- belief. We wish for each of
000.00.
on up.
you the very best, and God's
SPARE TIME INCOME
WE HAVE several lots in Cy- FOR ANY OR ALL your real richest blessings.
press Grove Sub-Division, $500.- estate needs call or see FREEEd and Jewell Settle
(man or woman)
MAN JOHNSON, Realtor, South00 each.
1TNC
Dependable person from LOT in Lakeway Shores, water- side Shopping Center, Murray,
this area to service and col- front, for 81400.00.
Ky., Phone 753-2731.
J47-C
lect from new high quality 1% ACRES, with brick home,
type vending machines. No as° a garage apartment locatexperience needed. We se- ed near College on Hwy. 121.
GET RID OF
tablish accounts for you. 3 ACRES on Highway 641. Ideal
PESTS
Car, references and $1,280.- for building purposes.
00 to $4,750.00 cash capital 42% ACRE farm, with .72 dark
necessary. 6 to 12 hours tobacco base, 2 acre corn base,
weakly. Nets excellent mon. 2-bedroom house, located 3
ROACHES
thly income. Full time more. miles east of Murray.
KIngelizeLota
Carry Germs
For local irterview write:
SPIDERS
Greenbelt Distributors, Inc., 70 ACRE FARM with 9 acre
200x300
corn base, 1.44 dark tobac
Are Poison
P. 0. Box 20957
taw, .11 Burley. Has real nic
TERMITES
Dallas, Texas 75220
Call 7153-43877
Eat Your Home
(Including talaphona number) 3-bedroom brick home, wi
utility,
deep
carport,
fireplace,
.1-18-P
well and 2 baths. North o
Locally owned and operattown.
ed for 20 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.
WANTED: someone to stay with LOTS in Sherwood Forrest from
elderly lady and do light house- $1800.00 on up.
NEW DUPLEX west of college
Call Today For FREE
work. Room and board plus sal- 3-BEDROOM house on Highway by owner. 2 bedrooms, living
InspactIon
South.
641
ary. Phone 753-3608.
.1-18-C
room, dining-kitchen on both
Phone 753-3914
2-BEDROOM frame, large living sides. Also one side has 12 x
Member Chamber of
AVON: If you need a good ste- room, kitchen, dining room, 23' den,
carport, utility and 25'
Commerce and Builders
ady income, but can only work carport and utility. Only $5500. x 28' patio.
Opportunity f o r
Association. LCP-195
part-time, sell Avon cosmetics. 00 and near New Hope Church.
rental property, live in one side
Experience unnecessary. Call 3-BEDROOM, den and study, and
rent the other, 753-8825.
753-5539 or write: Mrs. Evelyn central heat and air, wall-toTFC
L. Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist. 440, wall carpet. 1% baths. Located
Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ky. on Catalina.
42064.
3-BEDROOM brick, almost comNOTKII
11-1-18-C pleted, on Catalina.
3-BEDROOM, I bath, on 1 acre ELECTROLUX SALES & SerEARN $10,000 to $12,000 your lot, located in Hazel.
Phan* 753-2914
vice, Box 7.13 Murray, Ky., C.
first year in $3.5 billion market. 3-BEDROOM frame, 1% baths, U. Sanders. Phone 382-3178,
This exceptional earning op- full basement, garage in base- Lynnville, Ky.
169 so. nek se.
August.-12-C
portunity can be yours if you're ment, carpeted, air conditioner
_Cl
the right woman. Requirements goes with house. Located near
include a sincere interest in Lynnville on 2 acres.
helping people help themselves, INCOME PROPERTY at 900
a pleasing personality, and a Olive Street. Rental property
desire to earn a great deal of bringing in $410.00 monthly in
No Jobs to Small or Large
money. Car furnished. Call Re- _addition to living quarters. This
to be Appreciated
gion Manager, Mr. Hyde, col- property would have to be seen
Free Estimanks
WOW---I TOUCHED THE
lect anytime for interview, 502- or discussed in detail to be
Contact:
443-7363.
.1-18-P appreciated.
GROUND WITHOUT
STORE MANAGER. Major Na- 2-BEDROOM trailer, has cenBENDING
MY KNEES
tional retailer seeking a local tral heat and air, stack washer
individual to manage combined and dryer, dishwasher, 12' x 60'
catalog shopping center and au- with an extension of 6 foot on
a. in. arid
to service facility in Murray. living room.
500
p.
in.
Should have retail experience 3-BEDROOM, I bath, den-kitchen
combination,
2
-car
garage.
and preferably experience In
appliances, tires, batteries and Real good well. Located on I% TEACHER wants ride to Paduauto accessories. This is an ex• acres of land near Martians Cha- cah Tilghman High School, must
cellent management opportun- pel Church.
arrive by 8:00 a. m. Call 753ity-you can build a career in 20 ACRES of farm land. Has 2 4848 after IWO p. in. .1-18-NC
ponds,
well,
14
acres
in
grass,
store management WU &dying,
into cooperate management, has real nice 3-bedroom brick "BELTONE factory fresh bar.
bawd on your quoiMestions and siding house with 2-car ga- lag aid batteries for all make
and performance. Good salary rage, located near Sugar Creek hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
H-1TC
with bonus plan and fringe Church.
benefits, including group insur- 4-BEDROOM, with lot of extra
ance, profit sharing and retire- space. Has study, den, kitchen,
ment plan. For interview in living room. This you need to
Murray call D.J. Perkins, Wed- see on South 11th Street.
4-BEDROOM frame, 1 acre land,
nesday, July 16 between 7:00
bath. Real beautiful place and
SO FAR THERE AIN'T BEEN
and 8:00 p. m., Holiday Inn, large trees in
NO CALL FOR ROCKER S. BUT
yard. Near Eh*
Now
Available
on
to
If
unable
Phone 753-5986,
Grove Church.
LEAVE IT HERE AND, COME
MORNING, THERE'S
call please submit outline of LOT No. 37 and No. 38 in
BOUND T' BE A
qualifications with name, 'W- Lakeway Shores. Both far
call
CUSTOMER .
arless, phone number and earn- $2200.00.
The Murray
ing level to D. J. Pericins, Per 3-BEDROOM stone, full baseInsurance Agency
sannel Manager. 6200 St. John, ment, 1 bath, electric heat, 132
Kansas Citnnlifissouri 64123.
753-4751
1TC foot well, 2 acres of land, Fast
on Highway 94.
POE RENT
55 ACRE FARM with a 3-bedroom brick, 1 bath with shower,
10' WIDE air-conditioned trail- electric heat, utility and real THE HAIRDRESSER Beauty
er. Phone 753-2930 after 4:00 nice brick house. Farm has 1.81 Salon wants to take this opp. in. Will accept girls. Bran- acre dark tobacco base, 3%'portunity to announce a new
don Dill.
ITC acre wheat base and well fen- stylist has joined our capable
staff. Janice Barrett invites her
NICE two-bedroom duplex with ced. Near Lynn Grove.
range, disposal, carpet and dish- 2-BEDROOM brick, newly dec- friends to coins by or call for
washer. Phone 753-7550. .1-19-C orate inside, with garage, util- an appointment, also to remind
ity, 1 bath, real nice and locat- you of our permanent wave
HOUSE on Kentucky Lake, ful- ed on South 15th Street.
special. Our permanent waves
ly furnished. Beautiful view WILSON INSURANCE, Real will be drastically reduced unwith Iota of shade treed. Phone Estate and Auction Company, til the end of July. Call 753.436-5679.
J-17-C 202 South 4th Street, Murray, 3530 for your appointment
AENN ER!!
Kentucky, Phone 753-3283.
Stylists; Wanda Nolin, Pam
50' x 10' HOUSE Trailer. Ain
>i0'GOT 0,
Nite phones: Wayne Wilson, Woods, Janice Barrett and Sylconditioning. 2% miles from 753-5086; Edna Knight, 753-4910;
LOOK 0'LOVE
.1-22-C
Carrico.
Murray. $70 a month rent. Bill Adams, 753-5857, Charles via
N YORE. EYE!!
Phone 753-6231.
J-21-C McDaniel, 733-4805.
LOST 8. POUND
.1-16-C
FURNISHED efficiency apartment. Twin beds, air-conditionLOST: Large yellow torn cat
ed, water furnished. Five Points LOOKING FOR something dif- In between Williams Ave. and
and
price
medium
a
in
ferent
Area. Call 753-5051.
1TC
Dodson. Answers to name of
size home in one of Murray's
Pooh. Phone 753-7550.
J-18-C
1719
THREE-ROOM furnished apart- choice locations? Drive by
ment private entrance, air-con- Keeneland Drive or phone 753ditioned, Lady preferred. See 7424 for appointment. .1-21-C
AUTOS POE ALU
at 412 South 6th or call 753
44887.
348-C BY oWNER: Three-bedroom 1985 CHEVROLET
Cubic inchea with
speed,
398
All
large
lot
on
FURNISHED apartment for col- brick home
Air and beat peal-traction. Two door hardtop.
lege boys. Call 753-5865 OT 753- electric, central
Subdivision. Phone 1956 Chevrolet, 205 HP. Phone
Keeneland
5108.
'
3-11-C
August4I-C 492-8159.
753-7525.

VACANCIES at Comstock High
School, Comstock, Michigan.
1. Chemistry, physics, electric
ity, combination teacher. 2.
General math and science teacher. 3. Speech, English, Journal
ism combination teacher. 4. Assistant Band director. Salary
scheduled: BA Degree, 37,200.00 to $11,736.00. MA Degree,
$7,776.00 to 113,748.0(1. If interested, contact Mr. Howard
J. Ewles, Principal, Comstock,
Michigan 49041.
1-22-C
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Auto Electric
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BLACK TOP PAVING
A. Z. FARLEY
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Wind Insurance
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by R. Van Buren
FAIR ENOUGH .
G' NIGHT
NOW,

YOU SHOULDN'T HAVE MISLED THE
OLD BOY,SLATS. ROCKERS LIKE THAT
DON'T INTEREST ANYBODY.' THEY WENT
\‘1
:
.1JT
• WITH BUSTLES AND
MUSTACHE CUPS 1

by Al Capp

•
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Calvert City Product Used
As Apollo 11 Disinfectant
CALVERT CITY, Ky., July 14
—A specialty chemical made at
the Calvert City plant of GAF
Corporation will be part of
earth's first line of defense
against any moon germs that
might be brought back by the
Apollo 11 spacecraft,
The first decontaminant used
will be a product called Betadine, which was selected by
NASA. It is prepared from a
chemical complex of polyvinylpyrrolidone-lodine
for short) which is made at the
Calvert City plant of GAF.
Unlike many of the scientific
products used by NASA in the
space program, which were developed especially for use in
space, and will find household
use years from now, Betadine
is already a widely used antiseptic here on earth.
• It was selected because it
:provides rapid, broad - range
: germicidal action against micrel'organisms such as bacteria,
fungi and viruses that cause infections in man, lower animals
and plants.
When the returning Apollo 11
spacecraft lands in the water,
frogmen will be dropped next
to it. After attaching a floatation
collar to insure that the capsule
stays afloat, the, frogmen will
hand the astronauts biological
isolation garments and Betadine
antiseptic scrub solution. Before
the astronauts emerge from the
-- --4--spacecraft they will have scrub.
;. bed themselves from head to
toe with the Betadine, and don-

ned their biological isolation garments.
According to a GAF spokes•
man, the astronauts will leave
the capsule and board a rubber
raft to await a helicopter. Then,
the frogmen will spray Betadine
aver the snacecrafr hatch and
the astronauts and the rubber
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TIMES

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PFANILIS

-THAT LITTLE REDHAIRED GIRL 15
SONG TO MOVE
AWAY!

if

raft. Once the astronauts have
been lifted away by helicopter, It
the frogmen will cut slits in the IL
rubber raft and allow it to sink.
If any unusual pathogens have a
been returned from the moon
with the astronauts, it is this
2alvert City product which will
le our first line of defense

I'VE NEVER EVEN TALKED TO HER!
I THOUGHT I HAD PLENTY OF TIME...
I ThOU6HT I COULD LAIT UNTIL THE
SIXTH-GRADE 56.11M PARTY OR THE
EVENTH- GRADE CLA5g PARTY._

YOU'VE 60T VA I VE NEVER
SAY GOODBY TO EVEN 5ALP
HER,CRAZE / AEU.°
6ROCIA ! y TO HER!!

OR I THOUGHT I COULD A5K HER
TO THE SENIOR PROM OR LOTS OF
an4ER THINGS WHEN ot6crraPER,
BUT Nai.1 SHE'S MOVING AWAYAND
IT'S TOO LATE! IT'S TOO LATE!
To'
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Women in the USSR

Are Free toExpiore
spacestuck With
Drudgery, Too

•

111

S.
•

BY JAMES 0. JACKSON
MOSCOW 11;Pli: There is a saying here I hat only
one
thing is stronger than Russian vodka—Russian
women.
The women got that way by doing anything men
can
do, from driving bulldwrs to flying airplanes.
And the
chances are they will stay that way.
Fifty years of communism have torn down almost all of the "men ofily"
signs that limit the goals
of the fair sex in most other nations of the world. In
the Soviet Union more than
70 per-tent of ITIE- 115ttc
bodied women hold jobs. A
vast number of them' are

A%

doing
shun.

worK

many

%%AN.%

/111%

men

THEY DIG ditches, drive
trucks, herd cattle, lay
bricks and ihovel cement.
They also perform surgery,
command ships and airliners...manage factories. build
bridges and in one famous
achievement a Russian
woman rode a rocket into
space.
Medicine, a male stronghold in most countries, is a
woman's world in the
USSR. More than 80 per
cent of all medical doctors
are women, and the percentage grows higher each
year.
Women dominate the traditionally female profession of teaching, but they
also have a stronghold in
engineering. Some of the
Soviet t "nion's most inspressiye factories have females in positions rant1in::
from blast furnace stoker
to manager.

U.S.D.A. GRADE A

Turkeys
STEWING OR
Baking Hens

10-16 Lbs.

ENTER CUV
BLADE

CHUCK

Chuck Roast

Icy!
, Oysters Brand lb..

Chitterlings 10 Pa 11

COUNTRY STYLE
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Yellow Sauash

lbs. 290

Jumbo 77 Size
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Cantaloupes

SPANISH

Onions
ARIZONA

Braunschweiger
SLICED

CAP'N JOHN PERCH

-394
OR

iLL,,L. 39c

Cod Fillets

79Ilty

--I

10 or
Laundry Aid

three airline world records
—for distance, speed and
altitude.
Russia's most famous
working woman is Valentina Tereshkova, the attractive cosmonaut who became
the world's first spacewoman in a Soviet space
spectacular of 1983.
Yet, in "liberating" women from medieval sexual
discrimination in jobs, the
Soviets have not liberated
them from the age-old
duties of wife, mother and
keeper of hearth and home.
The result is a society of
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Cake Mixes
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CREAK*

Cheese

WITH COUPON BELOW
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FIRST MARINES IN VIETNAM LEAVE VIETNAM—Waiting their
turn, members of the U.S. 9th Marine Regiment--one of the
first Leatherneck units to arrive in Vietnam—watch an L.ST.
loaded with their buddies leaving shore. En route to Okinawa, the regiment is the first full Marine uflit_tre lesiva under
President Nixon's withdrawal plan.
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